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liThe worst, the most corrupting lies
are problems poorly stated"
-George Bemanos
French theologian

Preface
George Bernard Shaw described debates in London at
the turn of the century when a flat-earth advocate
could leave a distinguished professor sputtering in fury
while the audience cheered. Today's students and
teachers, faced with a barrage of creationist "scientific" arguments, may sympathize with that professor.
They know the creationists are wrong, but they have
trouble countering arguments that were never mentioned in college.
This article answers many of the creationists' charges
in physics, geology, and astronomy. It is not a scholarly paper; hence, there are few footnotes. But I have
made every effort to fairly state the creationist position. Too often a layperson reading a creationist text
may get the impression that the creationist charges
are unanswered or unanswerable. Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, creationist ideas were laid
to rest by scientists long ago.
Creationists believe these are scientifically true
statements:
\II

The universe, earth, and life were suddenly created
from nothing several thousand years ago.

• Distinct, unrelated "kinds" of plants and animals
were created that cannot give rise to new "kinds."
II

Geological and paleontological phenomena can be
explained through a worldwide flood.

Almost all creationists are members of American fundamentalist sects, and they must take an oath affirming their belief in a literal interpretation of Genesis. In
contrast, the religious views of evolutionists range over
the entire spectrum of religious thought and encompass
all religions. Many evolutionists are Christians, and
they are certainly as devout as the creationists.
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Creation science is dependent on the Bible. CrleatiOIl.ists like to pretend that creation science is tnclepen!C1eIlt
of religion so that they can legally introduce creationism into the public schools. But consider this
quote from a leading creationist: liThe instructed
Christian knows that the evidences for full divine
inspiration of Scripture are far weightier than the
evidences for any fact of science." (Henry Morris,
Genesis Flood, p. 118)
A Young Earth?

From data accumulated since 1835, it can be shown
the earth IS magnetic field is decaying exponentially,
with a half-life of about 1400 years. Thus, the earth
cannot be older than 10,000 years because before
its magnetic field would be unreasonably high.
Since fired pottery goes through a critical telll1PE~ra
ture in which it becomes permanently mal~leti~!;e<l
the earth's field, we have a record of the stflentztn
the earth's magnetic field for several thousand
Measurements show that the field was
weaker then than now. The creationist argument
ignores the fact that the earth's magnetic field
two components: the dipole and the
moments. While the dipole moment is decreiasiJng,
nondipole moment is increasing at almost a IrultCJnng
rate. Further, paleomagnetic evidence shows that
earth's field has existed for more than three
years, and that the dipole field both fluctuates in
strength and irregularly reverses polarity. By
way, if you
the data the creationists supply
do not get an exponential curve. A straight line connects
the scattered observation points just as well.

Many scientists do not believe that paleomagnetic
dence shows that the earth's magnetic field
reversed polarity.
Creationists usually cite Jacobs' 1962 book.
changed his position because of oV envh4elnlin,g
dence and now states that lithe evidence seems cmrnpelling that reversals have occurred" (1975).
1
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Tabulating ocean residence times for a large number of
elements and ions shows that the estimate of the age
of the earth is wrong. The amount of nickel in the
ocean, for example, can be accounted for by only 8900
years of erosion.
Oceans are not closed systems, as oceanographers
have demonstrated, and nickel, in particular, can be
taken up by ion-exchange into clay minerals. Thus the
short residence time of nickel or any other mineral is
not a measure of the age of the earth.

Micrometeorite, cosmic-ray, and ultraviolet bombardment erode the moon's surface at the rate of a few tenthousandths of an inch per year. Over a 4.5 billion
year period a layer of regolith 45 km thick should
have formed. Since the actual regolith is much thinner, the moon can 't be that old.
This argument misses the point that the regolith is
reworked. Even before the Apollo moon landings, no
one expected to find a 45 km thick regolith. Also,
micrometeorite impact melts have been shown to
cement the lunar regolith rather than break it apart.

The projection of estimated human population data
from the interval 1650-1800 A.D. backward in time
yields a date-4320 B.C.-at which only two humans
were present on earth.
This is a variation on the old problem of the number of
your ancestors. You have two parents, four grandparents,
great-grandparents, and so on. Go back 30
ge:nelratlOflS and you have one billion ancestors. A few
more generations and you have more ancestors than
there are atoms in the universe!
The solution to both problems is what genealogists
call "pedigree collapse." This happens when relatives, usually distant cousins, marry. When this happens, you find that most of the places in your family
tree are filled by duplicates.

Atomic clocks have found that the earth is slowing
down at the rate of almost one second per year. If the
earth were billions of years old, its initial spin rate
would have been so rapid that major distortions of the
earth's shape would have occurred.
Creationists confuse the need to add (or subtract) a
leap second some years in order to account for slight
irregularities in the speed of rotation with the general
slowing of the earth's rotation due to tidal friction.
observations yield a general increase in
the earth's day of about 20 microseconds
year.
There is also evidence that tidal friction has not been
constant throughout the earth's history.
8
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December
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of one atom
1000
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douds
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One creationist, ....
extremely old, and thus
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naturally (they must have been created);
Morris, argues that they are extremely young, so the
universe must be young too.

comet orbits
fied models

as the creationists
the sun,
and the comet

worthless.

Saturn's rings are not stable features, and thus put an
upper limit on the age of the solar system.
Recent analysis of the Voyager data suggests that
rings are relatively young features. One measurement
of Saturn's A ring gives it a maximum age of "10 million years-much less than 1 percent of the age of the
solar system" (Astronomy, September 1987, p. 14).
Other measurements indicate an age of 100 million
years. Even the lower estimate is 1000 times the age
creationists assign to the solar system.

Short period comets decay relatively quickly, yet we
still see plenty of short period comets. Hence, the solar
system is not as old as astronomers say.
In 1950 Oort proposed an extensive cloud of comets
very distant (about 10,000 AU) from the sun, but bound
to it gravitationally as the source for new comets in the
inner solar system. Although criticized by Lyttleton
(1968), Oort's hypothesis has been confirmed by
LePoole and Katgert (1968) and Marsden and Sekanina
(1973). Creationists usually list Lyttleton's objections,
but fail to mention later work. A computer study of

The Creationists' Credo

The Bible is the written word of God, and
because we believe it to be inspired throughout,
all of its assertions are historically and sdentificaly true in all of the original autographs.
To the student of nature, this means that the
account of origins in Genesis is a factual ........c,C!o.,,_
tation of simple historical truths.

2. All basic types of living things,

the moon is
The false assumption here is that the rate of recession
is uniform.
evidence
back to
Paleozoic Era
of
indicates
that tidal
varied
halted
temporarily. Also, using . .
decrease in tidal period as the
rotation increased, gives a lunar distance of ........
at 4 billion years ago.
aA......... u,U, .• V .. ,• .,.
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Members of the Creation Research Society in San
Diego are required to sign this statement as a condition of membership:
1.
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have
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The moon has been difficult to account for, but the situation is not as bleak as creationists wish. In an article
in American Scientist, Sep-Oct 1987, S. R. Ross concludes that ucoUision of a Mars-sized body with the
Earth about 4.4 billion years ago is the most likely
explanation for the formation of the moon." This
hypothesis, with minor revisions, will probably turn
out to be correct.

Interplanetary dust grains are pulled into the sun by
the sun's gravity and the Poynting-Robertson effect.
Particles smaller than about .01 cm are influenced by
sunlight striking them. Calculations show that particles .0001 cm in diameter would spiral into the sun in
about 2000 years. Since the dust still exists, the solar
system is only a few thousand years old.
Other known effects counter the Poynting-Robertson
effect. For very small particles, radiation pressure
will actually drive particles a way from the sun. Close
encounters with planets radically change the orbits of
dust particles; also, gravitational resonances with the
larger planets trap particles into stable orbits.
Finally, the creationists overlook obvious sources of
new particles: particles shed from asteroids and from
comets.
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Sheldon Schafer, Planetarium Director
Lakeview Museum of Arts and Sciences
1125 West Lake Avenue
Peoria, Illinois 61614
We'd like to invite you to join us as we walk through
a new idea for an elegant evening at your facility, a
Murder Mystery Event. These events usually are staged
at hotels, but they don't have to be. In our case, we are
an arts and sciences museum and planetarium, but it
could work equally well in any facility which has
space to host a dinner, other spaces for a reception,
socializing and browsing, and interesting "secrets" hidden behind the scenes. Although a planetarium
show} isn't necessary, in our case it was an added
attraction integrated into the plot.

pieces, and decorations. In addition to
needs have to be
Staff were needed to
tours through all of
behind the scenes
well as to
the
and rec:eo'tlOln

If you don't know what a Murder Mystery Event is,
we hope to give you some feel for its key elements, both
in planning, budget, and implementation. I might add,
such events can range from very simple to elaborate;
ours was toward the "elaborate" end of the scale.

Preparations include contracting with a theatrical
group to design and present the murder; arranging with
a caterer for hors d'oeuvres, bar, dinner, and dessert;
and registration prC)C€~d.tlres;
invitations;
der packets
the guests
statements from the suspects
after the murder or murders); and

Poor Dr. Styne, a victim of his own genius.
11

the evening's biggest red herrings; the other group was
left with S&S time-"Socializing and Sleuthing." It
was during this period that "freeze clues" were presented. The groups were then switched, and additional
clues were presented.
Freeze clues are pre-set conversations or confrontations between two or more of the suspects during which
important information is revealed that mayor may not
prove to be invaluable in solving the crime. Since it
was impossible for everyone to be present at every clue,
the guests were advised to pool their information.
FREEZE CLUE (FC) SCHEDULE

FC #1--6:32-COUNTER IN GIFT SHOP
MURIEL STYNE-SEN. FAIRMONTMAJOR GLOVER
FC #2-6:37-OUTSIDE OFFICE
DR. STYNE-DR. WENZEL
FC #3-6:41-BY BOOK COUNTER
EVE-SIMON-BARTH-BLUNT
FC #4-7:18-REAR OF LOBBY
DR. WENZEL-MURIEL STYNE
FC #5-7:23-INFORMATION DESK
MAJ. GLOVER-BLUNT
FC #6-7:27-COORIDOR ENTRANCE
EVE-SIMON-GEN. FAIRMONTDR. STYNE

(Entry forms in the murder packet had been submitted
just prior to the wrap-up.)
The budget and profit from such an evening aelJen.as.
of course, on a number of variables, as well as on how
much you can reasonably charge for the event. Our
price of $125 per couple was based on the local hotel
rate minus the estimated
room cost. Meal
costs can vary widely. We spent roughly $22 per person
for set-ups, liquor, dinner, and dessert, totaling
$2,000 for 90 persons. If a local college or ,..,r-.'....... .,.,,..'11""
group will present your show for free, theatrical costs
could be kept to a minimum, but rights to use a commercially available script could run up to $1000. A company from Chicago which has presented at one of our
local hotels charges $2,800 for scripting and Dn~senr;:l
Hon. Obviously, theatrical expenses and
depend on local resources. Other costs to be COltlSldelred
include those for printing, postage, and
Prizes, if given, are a small percentage of the
In our case we gave away gift certificates 'V~UA.LU't::.
$200 for our Museum Shop.

One final note-before presenting a murder in
facility; attend one yourself at a local hotel.
the experience gained, they're tremendous fun and if
you want to enjoy the suspense and intrigue, you have
to participate 100%. Don't expect to participate the
night of your own event; you'll probably have other
details distracting you.
T~E~~&h~u~~righl~v~a~ttffhl~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
as to how our evening was divided.
EVENT SCHEDULE
It was during the tours of our "behind the scenes
spaces" that various clues were planted or 6:00
OPENING RECEPTION
arranged, and (gasp!) a body was discovered. Poor 6:30
GROUP A-PLANETARIUM SHOW "MOTIVE"
Dr. Styne bit the big one! Following the discovery
GROUP B-FREEZE CLUE, S&S TIME
of the body, statements were taken from the sus- 6:45
GROUP B-TOUR OF VAULTS/STORAGE AREAS
pects and we adjourned to dinner with our special 7:15
GROUP B-PLANETARlUM SHOW "MOTIVE"
"Murder Menu." The cast (or suspects) were
GROUP A-FREEZE CLUES, S&S TIME
assigned places at various tables, although not 7:30
GROUP A-TOUR OF VAULTS/STORAGE AREAS
all came to dinner, and some had to leave early.
GROUP A&B-TOUR OF CLASSROOM SPACES
7:45
8:00
S&S TIME
After dinner tours revealed more clues and (dou- 8:30
DINNER-NELSON AUDITORIUM
ble gasp!!) a second body. The "prime suspect,"
MURDER MENU
General Andrew Fairmont, was found strangled in
Stuffed Chicken Mafioso
one of the mini theaters in the museum gallery.
Shrimp Feta Femme Fatale
Julienne of Criminal Carrots with leeks
After sufficient S&S time for the guests to read
Mysterious Mushrooms with snow peas
the suspects' statements and to piece together the
Larcenous Lemon Rice Pilaf with almonds
puzzle, we again adjourned to the auditorium for
Dessert-Murder Mousse
the final wrap up. This is conducted by one or sev- 9:45
GALLERY TOURS
eral of the actors, who probe the audience for
CURATOR'S TOUR OF HAROLD GREGOR SHOW
their theories and outline possible scenarios.
S&S TIME
Eventually, the murderer is revealed, and prizes 11:15 FINAL DESSERT AND WRAP-UP IN NELSON
are awarded to those correctly solving the crime.
AUDIT0~ITJM (DECADENT CHOCOLATE TUKLE)
12
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Compiled by
Robert Allen, Planetarium Director
University of Wisconsin
La Crosse, Wisconsin 54601
These publications will help you keep abreast of the
international space scene. This is not meant to be a complete listing of all space news publications. Its purpose
is to make you aware of some sources you may not know
of that have been useful to me. Prices are current as of
April, 1988.

Good first hand coverage by USSEA officers and members. Carries worldwide space news.

6 The Planetary Reporl-A bi-monthly pubU<:atllon
Carl Sagan's Planetary Society. Membership is
yr. from the Planetary Society, 65N Catalina
Pasadena, California 91106.

1 Astronomy Magazine-$18/yr. (12 issues) from

Astro Media Corp., Box 92788, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53202

Contains a News and Reviews column and W(lshjn~rton
Wa tch. Most issues also contain space articles.

Contains news and extensive, well-written articles.

7 Griffith Observer-$10/yr for this montlllv

zine from Griffith Observatory, 2800 East
Road, Los Angeles, California 90027.

lh~p"'r~tdllTV

2 Sky and Telescope-$20/yr. from Sky Publishing

Corp., 49 Bay State Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02238-9913.

8 Countdown-$18/yr. for this

PUOlllCClltlOn

The monthly uNews Notes" column often has articles
on space. Most issues have one or more space articles.
3 Mercury-A bi-monthly publication of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. $24/yr. includes ASP
membership and 6 issues of Mercury. Write to ASP, 390
Ashton Ave., San Francisco, California 94112.
Mercury often carries good descriptive articles on various planetary and other space missions. Even if
don't want to join, write for a copy of their Products
Selectory. They sell prints, slides and posters from
various space missions.

A.UV.l.1UIlA)'

from Main Stage Publications, Box 216,
45701. One of my favorite sources.

rJ.. ......

~ ...;;:tI,

Very good up-to date articles with a lot of good
graphs.

Int'pr~:>~t1n{lr and current articles on
world.
lito ........'..... 7.;rl!""
around
want and need."

4: Space World-Monthly issues are sent to members
by Werner Von
of the National Space Society
Braun). Membership is $30/yr. ($18/yr. for studellts)
from NSS Membership Dept., Box 7535, Ben Franklin
Station,
D.C. 20044 .

columns include Washington Orbit,
and
Talk. Each issue also contains
articles.
........... j"' ...............

5 Space Age Times-A bi-monthly publication sent to
members of the United States Space Education Association. $20/yr. from USSEA, 746 Turnpike Road, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022.
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DUlDlu:anon from National Space . . . .
asrringt:on. D.C. 20077-0149.

VIUl..U'l...l.l.

the latest news and
the top space writers
."'''' ....,.'' ".." activities of the National
other space organizations.
"'_i" ... ~.,.,

........, ................. and
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12 Space News Calendar-Monthly. $37/yr. availa-

ble from Space Trends Publ., Division of QW Communications, Box 1272, Boston, Massachusetts 02254-1272.
Gives data needed to contact organizations of conferences, seminars, and exhibitions on space. It covers all
aspects of the space industry.
13 Air and Space-$18/yr. includes membership in

the Air and Space Museum. Order from NASM, Smithsonian Institution, Membership Subscription Center,
Box 52144, Boulder, Colorado 80321.
This magazine typically has more articles on air than
on space, but it is generally well written.

Traveler Club
20
lication of Martin Enterprises, Box
California 90028 ($9/yr.).

/VP·ln«.:I PTrIPT"-1

Its purpose is to inform, educate, and inspire in order to
bring about greater space exploration and utilization.
21 Foundation News-Quarterly publication of
World Space Foundation. Available to associates of
WSF, P.O. Box Y, South Pasadena, California 91030.
22 Campaign for Space Update-Bi-monthly
cation of the Campaign for Space Political Action
Committee. Available by sending a contribution to this
nonprofit, educational organization. CFSPAC, Box
1526, Brainbridge, Georgia 31717.

14 Spaceflight-Published monthly for members of

the British Interplanetary Society. For membership
information,write to BIS, Executive Secretary, 27/29
South Lambeth Road, London, SW81SZ ENGLAND.
(1988 membership rates were $55).

23 Astronautics and Aeronautics-Published by the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Write to AIAA, 1290 Avenue of the Americans, New
York, New York 10019 for subscription rates for nonmembers. Single issues are $5 each, when available.

Excellent, thorough world-wide space coverage.
15 Space For All People-Monthly publication of Pro-

gressive Space Forum. $10/yr. from CFSD, 1476 California #9, San Francisco, California 94109.

24 NASA Activities-Published monthly by NASA,
subscriptions are $14.50/yr. from Superintendent of
Documents, USGPO, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Articles from NASA Headquarters and field centers.
Published by citizens wanting space demilitarization.
25 The Futurist-Monthly publication of World

16 Science Digest-Bi-monthly publication available

at news stands for $2 per issue. Write to Science Digest,
Box 10090, Des Moines, Iowa 50374 for rates.
Most issues have 1 or 2 space-related articles.
17 Spacewatch-This monthly publication is the

journal of the Chicago Society for Space Studies. Membership is $15/yr. from CSFSS, 4N 186 Walter Drive,
Addison, Illinois 60101.
Each issue is several pages. Articles by members.

Future Society. Subscriptions are $20/yr. from
4916 Elmo Ave., Bethesda, Maryland 20814.
Some issues carry articles on living in space, communications satellites, etc.
26 Omni-Single copies are $3.00 at newsstands or
$24/yr. from Omni, Subscription Department, Box 3026,
Harlan, Iowa 51593-2087.

This monthly magazine is a good combination of
science fact and fiction. The ilContinuum" section has
recent news items. There's also a "Space" column.

18 Space Studies Institute Update-Bi-monthly pub-

lication of SSI. Subscriptions are $25/yr. from SSI, Box
82, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
Newsletter by Gerrard O'Neill's organization. Contains descriptions of his mass driver research and news
on plans for space cities.

27 World Spaceflight News-A monthly publication
for $30/yr. Order from World Spaceflight News, Box
98, Sewell, New Jersey 08080-0098.

A detailed look at the latest happenings at NASA.
28 Space Business News-Bi-weekly publication.

19 L-5 Points-Quarterly publication of L-5 Minnesota Society for Space Development. Subscriptions are
$5/yr. ($10/yr. including membership) from L-5
MSFSD, 235 Coffman Union, 300 Washington Ave.
Southeast, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.

Interesting articles by members.
14

$437/yr. from Space Business News, 1401 Wilson
Blvd., Suite 900, Arlington, Virginia 22209.
A leading industry publication on civilian and commercial space developments with current information on
government agencies and private ventures.
0
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Alan Gould
Holt Planetarium, Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
In 1984, the Holt Planetarium acquired, through a
grant, a video projection system that includes a video
projector and a laser disc player with an interface to an
Apple computer. [The system is described in The Planetarian, Vol. 16, No. I, January, 1987.] With the availability of high quality laser discs through Optical
Data Corporation, we were thrilled with the capabilities of this system, including high-resolution still
images and the ability to project motion pictures,
which we did not have previously. Our technician,
George Corrigan, authored a computer program that
arranged video sequences for easy cue by the planetarium presenter. This made it easy for the presenter to
use video projection without having to input laser disc
frame numbers during the show. (We do not have full
automation because we only present audience participatory programs.) We did not, at the time of installation, include a video casette recorder in the system, but
designed it so that a VCR could easily be added later.
It wasn't until about two years later that we realized
that there could be advantages to using a VCR in the
system. A number of factors brought us to this realization. First, we knew that eventually, we would come
across a great video tape effect, not available on laser
disc, that we would desperately want to use in one of
our shows. Another factor was a minor inconvenience
tha t we had long since learned to Ii ve with, namely
that whenever the system changed laser disc frames,
the frame numbers would flash for a fraction of a second before the desired image abruptly appeared. Our
solution was to blank the video projector image before
each image change. This would eliminate the frame
numbers, but it still did not allow for a fade in and fade
out of images that would give a more professional look.
Some instructors even felt that the flashing of frame
numbers was not really all that distracting and chose
not to bother blanking the frame numbers at all.

The factor that finally forced us to change was an
inconvenience we found to be most bothersome. Our
laser disc player developed an appetite for eating
laser discs. At first, a frame here or there would
become inaccessible. Catastrophe struck when a disc
failed even to initialize. Since laser discs cost anywhere from $40 to $300, we realized that feeding our
laser disc player's appetite could get real expensive,

real fast. The machine has been in for repairs
but we're still not sure what the source of the Of()l)llem
is. We tried to think of everything. It
improper handling and loading of discs by pl~me~tarluln
staff: we wrote memos and had special tl":;l'inlnO"
sions on proper care and handling of the laser
could be an idiosyncrasy of our laser disc player that
scrapes a disc every now and then. We finally didn't
care whether the problem was due to machine
human error-we could not afford to replace discs that
frequently.
Enter the VCR. Installing a VCR in our
proved to have several advantages, some of
were unforeseen. Video tapes are very InE~xt:,en$nre
compared to laser discs. Apart from Optical
poration discs, more video source material is available
in video tape than on laser discs. It is easy to make
back-up tapes. We took care to purchase a
quality machine that could hold a perfect pause
with no weird lines or distortions. That was necessalY
because each of our presenters has a different
show and so the length of time that any rII:;llrot-H"'ul!:I'II"
image is projected must be cued by the pr~esentE~r
still use our laser discs as
quality source material
for most of the show video tapes that we need. It is
to edit out the irritating flash of frame numbers.
Our tape editor presently does not have the
to
produce fade in and fade out, but we hope to have
ability soon. Eventually, we may even take a(t~J'anlta2~e
of some of the fancier special effects possible on more
expensive
editors.

a

our

severa{

An advantage we did not
is an .~ .....".........."'ment in response time for image
In the computer activated laser disc system there was a
a second or two between pressing of a key and the send..
of the command to the laser disc player, and
15

another time lag of not more than 3 seconds for the
laser disc player to acquire the new image. In all, 3 to 5
seconds elapsed between pressing a key and having a
new image appear. We had long since learned to live

'Itie {aser disc and ttie tVC1( are
both parts of a unified video projection system in whicti we ma~
ttie most of ttie advantages of
eacti component.

senter can simply keep the tape rolling and achieve
smoothness of flow in the show that was '..v. .....
with the computer controlled laser disc player.
r.CC1

Another unexpected advantage we found is that we
can easily reverse the tape to go back one or more
images if necessary to help in responding to audience
questions. Our laser disc computer control software did
not have that capability, although with some trouble
one could access video sequences anywhere in the show
if technical troubles arose. In all fairness,
it
would have been fairly easy to incorporate a
function in our laser disc control software if we had so
desired. In fact, this is one of the major
of
laser discs over video tapes: random access to 50 000
images with not more than 3 seconds of access time
required. The random access feature is not useful
most public planetarium shows, but can be very powerful in other instructional applications.
IJU\.A'...::>l'C!-'

1

with that and compensate in our live presentations.
We were pleasantly surprised to find that when using
a video tape, the remote control pause function made
for quicker image change response time. Typically, for
a series of still images, we will record about 3 seconds
of image and leave about 1 second of blank before the
next image. This allows time for the presenter to activate the pause if necessary, with minimum delay in
acquiring the next image. In those places in a show
where there is a rapid sequence of images, the pre-

(Editor, continued from page 5)

Several of the articles in this issue (and to appear in
the next issue) were presented as papers at the International Planetarium Society conference in Richmond,
Virginia. The theme of the conference was "innovations," and a sub-theme was scientific literacy. Several invited speakers reminded us of the sorry state of
education in the United States. It was very discouraging, but it showed the vitally important job we have to
do. We, as much as any other group of people, are
responsible for what the public learns about science.
We have our work cut out for us and should take it as a
challenge. How can we best present science in general
and astronomy in specific in a positive way as an
important human endeavor? I think that one way is to
keep in mind the limitations of our audiences and to
refrain from presenting shows that essentially tell all
we know about a subject. We might place less emphasis
on presenting tons of "interesting" facts and instead
focus more on an understanding of how we know what
we know and how that knowledge relates to us as
human beings. We might, in other words, make our
shows less esoteric and more personal. It's not an easy
task, and 1'd like to see us think about it and discuss it
more.
Among the specific suggestions to come out of the conference was that The Planetarian carry classified ads.
16

In the end there really is no debate about which
devices to use in our planetarium. The laser disc and
the VCR are both parts of a unified video
system in which we make the most of the
of each component.

That's a good idea, and it's easily done. Beginning
with this issue The Planetarian will print free
commercial advertisements and notices similar to
those we see in Sky and Telescope's Sky Gazer's
Exchange, but slanted towards items of specific interest
to planetarians. Any old projectors you'd like to
Exhibits that want to be recycled? Send your notices to
me. Job openings and positions wanted should still go to
Don Hall, who is doing an admirable
job (see page 3). The department is
simply called Ads" in this issue, and
I'm soliciting a clever name and
graphic. This issue's solitary ad
appears below.
if

JJ

Ads"

Wanted: Originals (or clear copies) of the following issues of the Spitz Planetarium Director's Handbook: #1 (Apr. '71), #2 (May '71), and
any that extend beyond #33 (Sept.-Oct.
Once a complete set is obtained, I will offer an
index and ureprint service" (20¢ each) for additional copies. Am also willing to trade.
Marche, North Museum Planetarium, Franklin
& Marshall College, Lancaster, P A 17604.
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THE DIGISTAR UNIVERSE ..

A new experience for your planetari
DIGISTAR is the world's
first and only planetarium and
space theater projection system
based on sophisticated computer
graphics. Instead of mechanical
components, DIGISTAR relies
on computer graphics to project
standard planetarium features,
plus special effects that are totally
unique to DIGISTAR.
A COMPLETE,
EXPANDABLE SYSTEM
DIGISTAR is delivered with
all of the hardware and software
required to generate images and
project them onto a dome. The
system features an extensive
software package that can be
easily updated and expanded.
Some of the standard DIGISTAR
features include:
• 3~D outlines of 88
constellations
• Travel through space and
time, spatially flying through
400 parsecs
• Proper motion of the stars and
constellations one million
years into the future or past
• Instant positioning from the
current sky to any other sky in
the past or future
• Alternate skies - Gamma Ray,
X~RaYl Radio and Infrared
• Meteors, galaxies and special
effects
• Sun, planets and their moons,
comets and asteroids with
their motions accurately com~
puted using a Keplerian model
• 3~D drawing package to create
your own effects
• Extensive users library-free
to all DIGISTAR owners

A An interior view of the Omniversum
Space Theater in The Hague, Nether-

~ The St. Louis skyline presented by
DIGISTAR. With DIGISTAR, your planetarium visitors can fly through a computer data base of your city or through
the DIG ISTAR universe. Created by HOK
Computer Service Corp., St. Louis, Mo.
.. The DIGISTAR installation at the
McDonnell Star Theater at the St. Louis
Science Center. The DIGISTAR projector
lens can be seen in the projection pit in
the center of the star theater and always
projects from below the spring line of the
dome.

DIGISTAR USERS
GROUP
All DIGISTAR owners
belong to the DIGISTAR Users
Group. This provides an efficient
and economical way to share
information, and to exchange
special effects ... at no charge!
No other planetarium system
can offer this powerful way to
expand instrument capabilities
and horizons.
.. Line drawing of a proposed NASA
space station created on DIGISTAR.

Special effects let your
planetarium visitors explore
more than astronomy. Molecules
and chemical designs may be pro~
jected on the dome bigger than
life; engineering and scientific
designs can be displayed, then
rotated, panned and zoomed, to
study, to educate and to enter~
tain. A variety of other data bases
and special effects can be dis~
played and manipulated, in real
time. DIGISTAR is truly unique
because what you create and pro~
ject on the dome of your plan~
etarium is limited only by your
imagination. Learn how you can
bring a new universe ... the
DIGISTAR Universe ... to
your planetarium.
For more information, call
Jeri Panek, DIGISTAR sales.

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
580 Arapeen Drive
Salt Lake City, UT 84108
Telephone: (801) 582~584 7

lands. The DIGISTAR projector is located
in the center of the star theater, permitting an unobstructed view of the entire

~ Manned maneuvering unit (MMU)

dome and providing maximum seating

used by NASA astronautS to perform a

capacity

variety of tasks in space.

Ast ono

y for Sp cial Peo I

Noreen A. Grice, Education Coordinator
Charles Hayden Planetarium
Boston Museum of Science
Science Park, Boston, Massachusetts 02114
Introduction
Many people were first exposed to astronomy
through a local observatory, where they gazed at
celestial objects through a small telescope. Perhaps
they went to a planetarium show or even to a science
museum. In general, these experiences prove to be very
stimulating. However, there may be a group of people,
caught in the "cracks" of this system, who are unable
to fully appreciate or partake in these events. Specifically, I am referring to the visually, hearing, or physically impaired population.
Imagine sitting in a planetarium show surrounded by
images flashing on the dome. The crowd sits in awe but
you don't, because you cannot see the pictures: you are
blind. Imagine watching a slide show of brilliant
color. As the lecturer describes each picture, there is a
hush in the room. Why? You don't know because you
can't hear: you are deaf. Imagine a spectacular celestial event; a lunar eclipse, and the crowds gather at
the local observatory. But, you can't experience this
beauty close-up because your wheel chair can't go up
the stairs to the observation deck. Do any of these situations sound far-fetched? They aren't. They happen to
someone every day. There is both need for and room for
improvement. In this paper, I will try to make some
beneficial suggestions that can be incorporated through
public facilities such as schools, museums, planetariums, and local observatories.
Astronomy for the Blind and Visually Impaired
There are many avenues that public facilities can
take in providing an astronomical"experience" for the
blind or visually impaired person. An important thing
to remember is that a person generally can't imagine
the appearance of an object without an accurate
description and/or picture of that object. But the blind
person cannot translate photographs into an image,
and this is where contact can be lost. There. are, however, simple solutions that can be created "in house" at
institutions or for nominal fees through local associations for the blind.
First let's consider the local museum. Many museums
are organized in such a fashion that most exhibits are
18

either displayed in glass cases or in combination
video monitors showing visual displays. There
means of visual conception provided for the blind
tor. The best method of proceeding is to di~iCour(;lge
"glass case" scheme and incorporate some
activities for visitors of all
Each section of the museum could have a .rln ...... ""'· .... "'''a.rl
area with some simple Utouch and feel the
plays. What sighted persons see with their
people see with their hands. There
be a
model of the human heart near a
exhibit
"touch" model of the Tesla coil (unplugged!) for
ics. How about a "touch" model of the space ~I-.",""I",')
These ideas may seem
but they are
necessary for the comprehension of material that is
miliar to the visually
person.

'There are ...
can be created

Museums could also make braille
and braille
signs. Alongside the lettered descriptions could be a
few sentences in braille, describing exhibits. The
Springfield Science Museum in Springfield, Massachusetts currently has an exhibit on Africa with braille
signs describing different animals.
Some museums have approached the needs of
handicapped
through the use of
ings. Visitors can walk around the museum facilities
with a small tape recorder and listen to narrations
about the various exhibits. This approach is
especially if the visitor is not accompanied
person to help them perceive the different . . .
~.:>.
better solution may be to delegate a portion of the
museum staff to personally guide these visitors
through the exhibits halls. This would
the
museum visit with a sense of personal
and communication.
AllULl ...

~etJte]nhler

1988

Visiting an Observatory and Planetarium
The focus of both observatories and planetariums is
the enjoyment of looking at celestial objects. Observatories have a great advantage over many planetariums
because sight-impaired persons can reach out and touch
the equipment as well as hear it in use. They can feel
the shape of the telescope and hear the chugging sound
of a rotating dome or the rumbling sound as the dome
slit is opened.
Planetariums face a different dilemma. Small planetariums may allow blind persons to feel the shape of
the star projector, but this is impractical for larger
planetariums, especially if their star projector is
located in an enclosed area, intentionally out of reach
of the audience. What can be done?

It is time to approacli this avenue
with tlie am6ition, enthusiasm,
and urgency tliat it deserves.
Both planetariums and observatories may want to
construct braille picture-books for use during special
public events. These books could have raised illustrations of galaxies, planets, or even simple outlines of
the constellations. Blind persons visiting observatories
would be able to share" in the viewing experience by
"seeing" these objects through touch. Planetariums
could distribute these books to help visually impaired
persons in their understanding of the night sky. Currently, the Charles Hayden Planetarium in Boston is
considering such an option where braille books would
be incorporated into the live "Stars of the Seasons"
presentations.
II

Another way of helping the visually impaired community is the production of science books geared toward
this specific audience. Most of the raised picture-books
available now are geared toward readers at the elementary grade level. Children can certainly gain from
these books, but there is a definite need for materials
aimed at the young adult and adult level reader.
I took a trip one afternoon to the library at the Perkins School for the Blind in Watertown, Massachusetts. I was surprised to find many science books
reprinted into braille for adults, but without illustrations. How dull, reading about nature and not having
any images with which to identify! A librarian there
told me that people "don't seem to care about inserting
more illustrations." We must care, because visually
impaired people have important contributions they
can make to the world. Their minds, their abilities,
and desires to learn are not impaired. Whether or not

they ever could see a star or a color is not important;
what is important is to give them the chance to under..
stand more about the world around them,t. so that
can better live in it and contribute to it.
It is important to create books for all audiences and
all needs. Even if it means re-writing a text with
gerated descriptions and simple raised illustrations,
let's do it! It is time to approach this avenue with
ambition, enthusiasm, and urgency that it deserves. (I
have written such a manuscript as an astronomy text
for the visually impaired reader,)

Astronomy for the Deaf and Hearing Impaired
I remember teaching an astronomy class for
children on Saturdays at Boston University. In one
my classes was an eleven-year-old deaf boy. He came
to class each week with a sign language interpreter,
who relayed information back and forth. I wasn't sure
how this would work out, but it worked out just fine!
The combination of visual perception and sign language
interpretation created a learning atmosphere. The boy
became excited about astronomy and turned out to be
the most productive student in the class! He really
demonstrated that, under favorable conditions, a hearing impairment does not have to be a learning disability.

Nowadays, many television programs are
captioned for the hearing-impaired." They are settmg
a precedent that museums and planetariums, or
learning institutions, can follow. Special interpreters
can be available to assist persons in certain areas.
A good example of a program in action is at the Boston
Museum of Science. On designated Saturdays, sign Ian..
guage interpreters translate lectures and other
grams for the hearing impaired. An interpreter
the planetarium for a special show, while other interpreters can be found at physical science exhibits, animal demonstrations, or lightning shows. Deaf visitors
throughout the museum can tum to these people
needed assistance. This program for the hearing
impaired has existed for several years and demonstrates a response to a specific need. Similar types
programs could be implemented in other museums.
However, to be
effective, they must be well
advertised so people win know of their existence!
One other option to assist the hearing 1Tnln1!::11;1"0Ii
son relates specifically to programs in pI(ine~ta.]riUJms
and Omni/lmax theaters. Each of these locations could
make available copies of its film narration
In
this way, a person could read about the program
seeing it visually. Or
theater might '!I"'O'I"."'''n .... o
patron with a clipboard having a
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attached to it, for reading the script during the program. The Mugar Omni Theater in Boston is experimenting with this concept and has copies of the scripts
available for people to preview before viewing any
films.
Astronomy for the Physically Impaired
People who have a physical disability must not be
forgotten in the quest for accessibility to astronomy.
They are no less individuals than any other person.
They simply have special needs that must be
addressed. It is important to recognize that such problems can create a barrier to science education.
First I begin with the problem of wheelchairs.
Although they are quite mobile in flat, solid terrain,
these vehicles cannot travel up stairways or in small
awkward hallways or rooms. This doesn't have to be a
great restriction in general as most public facilities,
such as planetariums and museums, are equipped with
elevators. However, facilities such as observatories
seem to ostracize the person who cannot climb the
stairs to the observation deck or telescope. I'm not trying to say that observatories are doing this intentionally; this is just the situation that currently exists
because until recently, the needs of the handicapped
were not well addressed. Are there any solutions?
There are devices available now that attach onto
metal handrails and can lift wheel chairs up a flight
of steps. They are becoming very popular items and can
even be found at some McDonald's Restaurants. It
would be wonderful if selected observatories could be
equipped with such devices.

an a[ternative wouft{ be to
have
te[escopes ana specia[
programs avai[ab[e at grouna
(eveL

smarr

If observatories are not able to comply with this suggestion, an alternative would be to have small telescopes and special programs available at ground level.
Portable telescopes could be brought to a dark area outside the observatory for special groups. Refractors,
Dobsonian mounted reflectors, or small telescopes with
TV display monitors might also be useful. And if the
groups could not travel to the observatory because of
their unique disabilities, a small contingent of observatory staff members could bring the telescopes to
schools, hospitals, or even nursing homes.

20

Star Naming Guidelines
"Can you show me the star Grandmother had named
for my grandfather?" A few years ago planetarians
discovered that many visitors had similar requests.
Some visitors were upset when planetarium staff tried
t/} explain that nobody can sell or buy an official star
name. "But grandmother says the name is copyrighted,
printed in some book, and stored in a Swiss bank!"
I t soon emerged tha t several companies are
unofficial star names, and that many planetarium visitors are convinced that they had bought names that
observatories and planetariums would really use.
Many visitors refused to believe what the
staff was telling them.
j./HCU ............

At the 1986 Tucson meeting of the IPS Council, members reported continuing complaints about this
from every part of the country. As the President of IPS
that year, I asked Jeanne Bishop to investigate this
and other "consumer affairs" related issues. Under
Jeanne's leadership the committee has considered the
problem carefully, and produced the following statement, intended to help our members respond to visitors'
inquiries. Issuance of this statement was approved
the Council in 1988 at the Richmond meeting. We
this statement can help IPS members provide a
service and reduce the sad misunderstandings
business of "selling" star names has sometimes produced.
Alan Friedman
Corona, New York

The IPS guidelines are printed opposite as a single
sheet that can be photocopied and handed to visitors
who inquire about naming stars.

Final Thoughts
This article has addressed the problem of providing
accessibility for studying or otherwise experiencing
the realm of astronomy for people with visual, hearing, or physical impairments. There are definite obstacles for people with special needs to overcome, but
there are also ways to enhance their experiences, and
open doors to their understanding. The science and art
of astronomy can be made accessible to persons
less of any handicap they may have. These special
people need our attention, respect, and concern.
0
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RICHMOND, VA-In response to numerous inquiries on the subject of purd1taSllng
Planetarium Society offers the following information, as stated at their
the Science Museum of Virginia, in Richmond.

Selling Star Names
The star names recognized and used by scientists are
those that have been established through long-time
usage or published by astronomers at credible scientific
institutions. The International Astronomical Union,
the worldwide federation of astronomical societies,
accepts and uses only those names. Such names are
never sold.
Private groups in business to make money may claim to
"name a star for you or a loved one, providing the perfect gift for many occasions." One organization offers to
register that name in a Geneva, Switzerland, vault
and to place that name in their beautiful copyrighted
catalog. However official-sounding this procedure
may seem, the name and the catalog are not recognized
or used by any scientific institution. Further, the
dal-looking star charts that commonly accompany a
upurchased star name" are the Becvar charts excerpted
form the Atlas Coeli 1950.0. While these are legitimate charts, published by Sky Publishing Corporation,
they have been modified by the private "star name"
business unofficially. Unfortunately, there are instances of news media describing the purchase of a star
name, apparently not realizing that they are promoting a money-making business only and not science.
Advertisements and media promotion both seem to
increase during holiday periods.

Conte~rerlce

second-magnitude star at the end of the handle of
Little Dipper (Ursa
Polaris also carries
popular name, the North Star.
A second system for .................... "1-0
duced in 1603 by J.
tion atlas, Bayer assigned successive
constellaGreek alphabet to the brighter stars of
tion. Each Bayer designation is the Greek letter with
the genitive form of the constellation name. Thus Polaris is a Ursae Minoris. Occasionally Bayer switched
brightness order for serial order in assigning Greek letters. An example of this is Dubhe as a Ursae .l.VH:IJUlrJ,~,
with each star along the Big Dipper from the
handle having the next Greek letter.

Planetariums and museums occasionally usell" stars as
a way to raise funds for their non-profit institutions.
Normally these institutions are extremely careful to
explain that they are not officially naming stars and
that the "naming" done for a donation is for amusement

the Inter-

no one can
star name.
Official Star-Naming Procedures
Contact:
Bright stars from first to third magnitude have
proper names that have been in use for hundreds of
years. Most of these names are Arabic. Examples are
Betelgeuse, the bright orange star in the constellation
Orion, and Dubhe, the second-magnitude star at the
edge of the Big Dipper's cup (Ursa Major). A few
proper star names are not Arabic. One is Polaris, the

Mr. Von Del Chamberlain
President, International 1"latnetar'imTI ....,,,,...."0"'
Director, Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
(801) 538-2104
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P PS Revisit
Cary Sneider
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA
and
Alan Friedman
New York Hall of Science
Corona, New York

The Participatory Oriented Planetarium (POP) is a
philosophy of planetarium programming that emerged
in the 1970's as a viable alternative to special-effect
spectacular shows. Especially suited to small and
medium sized planetariums, and to school presentations in planetariums of all sizes, the POP philosophy
involves the audience in two ways: A live presenter
asks questions to provoke a two-way interaction with
the audience, and hands-on activities involve the visitors in learning about the subject matter of the show
through their own actions. The attraction of a POP
program is not what the visitors see and hear, but
rather what they do and say.
Encouraged by growing interest in POP and the publication of a collection of planetarium activities developed by MAPS under the title Under Roof, Dome, and
Sky, the Lawrence Hall of Science obtained a grant
from the National Science Foundation to present the
POP philosophy to planetarium directors across the
nation. In the summer of 1978, Alan Friedlnan, Dennis
Schatz, and Cary Sneider presented workshops to over
100 planetarium directors.
We also created The Planetarium Directors' Workshop Guide, distributed to IPS members as a Special
Report. This guide provided a theoretical understanding of how to present planetarium activities and questions so they will be effective with a wide range of
audiences, how to manage activities in the planetarium, and how to develop new participatory programs.
The goals of this national project were to: 1) encourage widespread use of POP programs; 2) create new
POP activities; and 3) increase the number of planetariums and planetarians who used POP as a regular feature of their offerings. Since· then, about 1,000 planetariums have tried POP style programs. Dozens of new
activities were created and disseminated through
articles by Jeanne Bishop, Jerry Mallon, Sheldon
Schafer, Edna deVore, Dennis Schatz, and many others. Several planetariums were even constructed for the
22

specific purpose of presenting POP programs. POP
usage increased around the world, especially in India
where 25 portable planetariums were built especially
to use the technique.
However, POP did not replace conventional planetarium entertainment. Questionnaires sent to all IPS
members in the period 1978 to 1987 showed that the
total percentage of planetarians who regularly present
POP programs has continued to be approximately 20%.
By and large, the most significant achievement of the
POP movement of the late 70's and early 80's was to
support the most enthusiastic practitioners by providing them with new ideas, new programs and activities,
and a community of colleagues. POP has certainly established a secure niche in the planetarium community,
even if it hasn't become the dominant mode of presentation.
In recent years, new vigor was introduced to the POP
movement by a dramatic increase in the use of portable
planetariums. The New York Hall of Science has
taken the lead in this area by developing a teacher
education program that enables regular classroom
teachers, trained at the Hall of Science, to rent a
etarium dome and present participatory lessons to students in their own schools. This successful program has
demonstrated that teachers immediately see the
value of participatory programs.
Building on these experiences, the Lawrence Hall of
Science on the West Coast, and the New York Hall of
Science on the East Coast, have joined forces to
participatory programming to schools. The new project,
launched at the IPS '88 meeting in Richmond, Virginia, is called "POPS/, for Participatory Oriented
Planetari urns in Schools.

(Please see POPS on page
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In 1989 the IPS will publish an expanded,
Handbook. The handbook will include many of
make this the most useful sourcebook of
want more than just gadgets. The new
take full advantage of low voltage control
articles about production techniques, sound
But none of this will take place unless
be free from patents or copyrights. Every entry in
credit to the contributors of the idea and list
And, since so many planetarium effects are
every effort will be made to also credit originators
All contributions should include your name,
the title of the idea, photos or appropriate drawings, a
construction details. If you want your
rn on your letter. Submission deadlines are

SEND YOUR IDEAS FOR

SPECIAL

Richard Pirko
Planetarium
Youngstown State University
Youngstown, Ohio 44555
The Pianetarian, Vol. 17, No.3, September 1988

Focus On Education

SCOLA and the Plane ari
Mark S. Sonntag
Angelo State University
San Angelo, Texas 76909
Many planetarians are now using video in their theaters, primarily with vcr's, video disks, and perhaps
some computer graphics. Jack Dunn describes another
innovative use of video in the planetarium, involving
a Hlive" feed from a world-wide information network.
Jack's report should remind us of the multi-faceted and
interdisciplinary educational impact a planetarium
can have at our institutions. -MS

SCOLA and the Planetarium

delays. Under the guidance and enthusiasm of its
founder, Lee Lubbers, S.J. the operation grew to its
present status.

SCOL.9L ...
a perfect el(amp[e
of the peacefu[ uses of space
something we in the p{anetanum
need to stress to the pUbric

Jack Dunn
Planetaria have long been involved in communications. We attempt to communicate an appreciation of
the sky and the promise of space to public and school
audiences. In connection with the latter, many of us
have discussed "spin-offs" in our planetarium programs, highlighting the benefits of space exploration.
Back in 1945 science-fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke
proposed the use of geosynchronous communications
satellites. We all know the rest of the story. Today,
much of our communication services are distributed via
satellite. We all know about the use of these satellites
for HBO, Cinemax and live coverage of sporting
events. But how many people know that Clarke's "global community" is already at hand? International signals are literally buzzing over our heads in increasing
numbers-ready for reception.
Since 1982, Creighton University in Omaha,
Nebraska has operated a one-of-a-kind campus cable
television system. Students at Creighton not only get
the superstations and other typical cable fare, but also
a tremendous selection of international broadcasts.
Many are live and the rest are on one or two day tape
24

Lee was asked by many other institutions to consult
wi th them on how they might also receive these transmissions and use them on their campuses. Thus SCOLA
(Satellite Communications For Learning) was born.
Signals from all over the world are received at
Creighton and sites in Sri Lanka, England and Florida.
They are processed and converted to the NTSC standard (found in North America and Japan) and uplinked
to SCOLA's transponder on Telstar 302 where
may be received by its subscribers. Eight hours of such
transmissions are fed per day (and this will be
expanded soon)
Through SCOLA, I became involved with several
friends. It is a perfect example of the peaceful uses of
space-something we in the planetarium need to stress
to the public (especially in this time of "Star Wars.")
In connection with Ralph Mueller Planetarium's 30th
anniversary, we sponsored a "Satellite Communications Day with SCOLA." Using tapes supplied
Creighton, we set up several video monitors in our
lObby. We contacted a local satellite dish sales
but be careful-some of these operations are not reliable. Don't use an appliance or furniture store. Get a
cialist to set up a dish and
such as we
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our location. You can receive some foreign language
broadcasts from Quebec, Canada without special
equipment. We invited professors from the language,
political science, geography and economics departments to participate and arrange for SCOLA to be on
our UNL closed-circuit system for several weeks so our
professors could sample it. I created a short slide/ tape
program explaining SCOLA and ran it throughout the
day in the theater.

rr'firougfi SCOLJ!; we in tfie pfanetarium fie[C£ can show practica[
and interesting 6enefits of space.
My point here is that we made contacts with people
who would be far less likely to have visited the planetarium (or perhaps even thought of science and space
as beneficial to them). The planetarium got publicity
and some new audiences. I suggest that you investigate
SCOLA for your institution. Since the planetarium
will be introducing it, it becomes the point of contact.
Educators from all over the world have met each year
at Creighton at a conference which explores ideas on
how to use this new technology (similar to an IPS conference).

SCOLA is a subscription-based

and amtlOtlgn

it has received several grants, it is

The fee is based upon the number of stuae:nts
a number of areas, such as Milwaukee,
universities and institutions have formed a consortium
share costs and distribute the broadcasts. In some
consortiums are investigating
of
SCOLA placed on their community's cable
SCOLA currently runs Cox Cable in Omaha so local
idents are getting an early
of future communications.
Through '-' ...... ,..............,:...
show practical and ....... i-',o....c.cf"1nn- oerlents
':>, ... ,=>"' . . .
have an HHlenlli::lUUHii;l.! 0:rg,iniza1tioltl,
,'<7

If
would like further information on .......... .c "',
write to me
the
or
to
2500 California Street.
Nebraska 68178-0778.
" - ' L•

oJ"-_"-JJL,Jr">..

A.
Mueller Planetarium
210 Morris
Inl·'ToPlI'CI.""l' of Nebraska
..................,..,.., Nebl'asJoca, 68588

(POPS, continued from page 20)

The three-week institutes will
With funding from the National Science Foundation
and from Learning Technologies Incorporated, maker of
the Starlab portable planetarium, POPS has two major
components: 1) a national teacher leadership training
program; and 2) a new publication series which pulls
together the best in planetarium programs, classroom
activities, and other resources for teaching astronomy
and space science at the elementary and middle school
levels.
The leadership training program is open to 100
teacher leaders from across the nation. Ideally, we
would like to attract teams of two teachers--one at the
elementary level and one at the middle school levelfrom each of 50 school districts. We will select teachers from districts that are already committed to using
planetariums and supplementing that experience with
related classroom activities.
Four three-week institutes will be held, each accommodating about 25 teacher-leaders. Two institutes will
be held in the summer of 1989, and two in the summer of
1990. In addition, we will present brief workshops at
ten regional and national meetings of science teachers
in the POPS approach.
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n ...,,. .. Y1,f"IO·

liD Experience in
restricted to

Instruction in tested astrOln.mnv
classroom
such as J-II'II"rn.o,,".
Explorations in Math and Science, blE~mE~ntiUY :;Clen(:e
Study, and Sky _ .................. JL.F., .....
(I)

""i"!:II1I"'UY<lI

GIl Strategies and
for involving teachers in
their districts in astronomy and space science education.

" Briefings by
astronomers about the latest research
technology, so that the participants
will feel confident in their own knowledge of the
cutting edges of astrophysics and space science.
If you or someone you know would like to attend one
of these three-week institutes, write to: Cary ~nE~ldE~r
The POPS Project, Lawrence Hall of Science,
sHy of California, Berkeley, California 94720. Brochures and applications will be mailed in the Fall
1988.
Cl
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Plan tarium
Usage f r
Seeon
ry

Stud nt
Gerald L. Mallon, Ed.D.
Arcola Intermediate School
Eagleville Road
Norristown, Pennsylvania 19403
Introduction
Planet Mars will be very much on people's minds this
month, and in keeping with this "Martian Mania," the
following is an excellent planetarium program on the
red planet. The program was originally written by
Alan Friedman and the staff of the Lawrence Hall of
Science (LHS) and has been updated by Alan Gould
and the current staff of the Hall. Because of the
length of the article describing the program, I will
keep my introductory comments short, but I would like
to personally attest to the high calibre of the program,
and to its adaptability to different planetariums. I
have used it very successfully, in my facility for many
years and have found it to be suitable for both children
and adults. Other planetariums interested in presenting a "Mars Show" in recognition of the current apparition of the planet, are urged to consider The Red Planet
Mars.
Any comments on the program should be send to the
Holt Planetarium. Alan and the staff would be most
interested in knowing how you used the program, what
modifications you made, what worked well, and what
didn't work well.
Readers are reminded that submissions of articles
describing planetarium programs for secondary students are greatly appreciated! We all benefit from
such an exchange. Please use the following format in
presenting your program: Title, Purpose, Behavioral
Objectives, Materials, Preparation, and Procedure.
Thank you!

RED PLANET MARS
A PLANETARIUM PROGRAM FROM THE HOLT
PLANET ARIUM
1988 REVISION BY ALAN GOULD
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Red Planet Mars was designed for public audiences
and for school children in grades four and above. The
purpose of the program is not to tell the visitors all
about Mars, but to enable them to make their own discoveries about the red planet through a series of activities.
Materials
1. Slides: see slide list at the end of script
2. Special Effect: Fuzzy Mars projector (see

under preparation)
3. Planetarium with moveable Mars planet
4. Activity sheets (for each
see
script)
5. V ideo projection system with laser disc
Astronomy" laser disc
6. Battery powered light pointer
7. Optional: opaque projector

'I"'I"',r"\lDl""'tr...

and

/I

Slides for this program have been assembled from
several different sources, listed in the acknowledgements. Since the particular slides used are not crucial
to the program, we recommend that planetarium directors who wish to use this program draw slides from
their own collections or obtain them from NASA or
other sources
The Special Effect Device (the
Mars ....... '"'.r\.~_
tor )was devised by Sheldon Schafer of Lakeview
ter Planetarium, Peoria, Illinois. This
device may be easily assembled and consists
a
slowly rotating transparent
disk placed in the
projected beam of any slide projector. The disk is
thinly smeared with Vaseline, with some areas
clean to produce moments of
We use a disk
20cm. in diameter glued to a 2
a slide drawing of Mars
by Charles
available commercially from the Hansen

15 South State
The effect is
V.o,'_(;j''I<TS::>

84111.

Salt Lake
accurate.
Mars

is needed for the first

1. Planets and stars
the unaided

2. Some stars are

It must be moveable and similar in

and hue to the other red stars in the plzme'tar'lmn

3,

4.

interference

5, Several different observers
of a
may all be

motions that occur
Sheet for each member of the audience
Of()VlaeSS'Dac:e for them to draw their versions of Mars
on the
and for their
creatures
on the bottom half. You can devise your own sheet or
use ours. It is best to cut the sheets in half and distribute the
half
the Mars
and
the bottom half
the ext:rat:en'esltria
ture .rl "'~l"A"1
with att,actLed.

6.

7.
life.

'In 0-

the laser
ration adds
software is
to
transitions between video
Otherwise the
has to call
before the

1"'\1",-,0"'1""' .......

set and check the frdIIATA111'1n'C1r'

Latitude: Home.
Precession: Current.
about 10 d.e~!:re(~s
Diurnal set so Castor and Pollux
above the western horizon.
Position Mars few
to the left of
in
Leo.
No other .,,''''.1nUT.., visible.
Sun and moon off.
Slide
and video ""' ... ,,...,.0 .... *",..,.. set for Mars

for each mem-

Behavioral
After attending the program, the visitors will be able
to explain that:

program,

......... JL"-.........

Planet Mars."
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It is now evening, and as your eyes grow accustomed to
the darkness you will see the sky as it looked during
the summer of 1976. We have gone back a bit because,
as we shall see, the summer of 1976 is when the greatest advance in our knowledge about Mars was made.

FIND RED STARS ACTIVITY

Can we discover Mars right now? Everybody, please
look all around the sky tonight, and let's see how
many yellowish, orangish or reddish points of light
we can find. Please let me know when you have found a
yellow to red point of light, so we can point it out to
everybody. [Turn up reading lights partially; when
people find something let them show it with a battery
light pointer. Keep asking until Mars and two other
yellow-red objects are found.]
We now have three candidates, yellow to red points
of light that might be Mars. One of them has been designated by every society on Earth as being special.
Mars, we call it. But which one of these is Mars?
Is one of these different from the rest? How? [Someone
may mention the idea that while stars twinkle, planets have a steady glow. This is often difficult for
novice observers to perceive.] We need an overwhelming difference. They are different through a telescope,
but the ancients didn't have telescopes and they still
knew which one was Mars.

did move. Perhaps members of that group would venture to make a prediction as to where the object win be
in another four weeks. Let's all watch this one
carefully this time and see if it indeed moves against
the background stars. [Repeat 4 week motion sequence
final time.]
Did it move? Is it where you predicted it would be?
We have found the planet Mars by its motion, the
same way the ancients did. There are other celestial
objects that are just as red - in fact the name of this
star, [point out] UAntares", means "rival of Mars" - but
a red star appears to move just like any other star does.
Mars moves like a planet. Our word "planet" comes
from the Greek word "planetes," meaning "'wanderer."
Because the earth turns, all the stars and planets
appear to move slowly every night, together. But the
planets, due to their motion around the sun, appear to
move among the stars.
TELESCOPE VIEWS

About 300 years ago, Galileo discovered a new way of
looking at Mars: through a telescope.
[Slide 3: Red Eyepiece Ring]
This red circle represents the eyepiece of a telescope,
and we are going to look at one of the dearest photographs ever taken of Mars though a large telescope on
the Earth.

FIND THE PLANET ACTIVITY

Could one of these points of light do something different? Maybe we should go ahead several nights to see if
anything has changed. [Assign each object to a section
of the audience to watch.]
Now study your object carefully. Look at its position
compared with the stars around it, so that you will be
able to tell if it has moved. [Turn up daylight, turn
down stars and planets. Advance Mars about 10 degrees
East.]
When the lights dim again, we will be about four
weeks in the future and the stars will be in nearly the
same positions. But will any of our yellow, orange, or
red objects be different? [Turn up stars and planets, turn
down daylight.]
What happened to your point of light? [Go from group
to group. Nearly everybody will say theirs moved a
little bit.] Well, some of the objects may have moved a
little bit. Maybe we need to go ahead another four
weeks. Watch your star again. [Turn up daylight, turn
down stars and planets. Advance Mars another 10
degrees East, etc.]
What happened to your point of light now, eight
weeks after we started? [Now most will have decided
theirs did not move, but the Mars group will be sU~Q
that their's did move.] We have ruled out most of the
objects but one group thinks this one (Mars) definitely
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[Slide 4: Telescope view of Mars (superimposed inside
eyepiece ring)]
What features do you see in this photograph? Color,
dark shapes, white polar cap. The features - the light
and dark areas - are not so very sharp. In fact, they are
kind of blurry. Why do you think that this picture
looks so blurry? Atmospheric turbulence on Earth.
Now we are going to see Mars as it would look
though a large telescope.
[Switch on Fuzzy Mars projector.]
There it is. See how our atmosphere is changing, blurring the image. But every once in a while the atmosphere will stabilize, and Mars will become dear for an
instant. This is a very accurate simulation of the
"live" view through a very large telescope.
Any photograph we take through any telescope on
Earth must also look through this constantly changing
atmosphere of the Earth. The turbulent air makes the
stars twinkle, and the planets look blurry. Every minute or so on very dear nights the atmosphere directly
along our line of sight may happen to be less turbulent
than normal, and for a fraction of a second, we might
get an unusually clear view. But a camera doesn't know
when these moments will occur, and a camera records
the picture over several seconds, so it would photograph the blur along with the dear. Astronomers
I
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observing from the Earth even today usually rely on
their eyesight and memory, and sketch details by
hand.
There is some fine detail on this view of Mars that I
can just barely make out. An astronomer would like to
establish as much detail as possible by seeing if there
are any visible features we all agree are real.

[Video image 9: Lowell at his ..,-a.'~'-'''''''Vl-'''-J
One of the most
Mars
was
val Lowell, an American astronomer in the
of the 20th century. He observed Mars over and over
many years, and he reported some controversial
tures that were very hard to see. Let's look at
his drawings, showing Mars as Lowell saw it.

TELESCOPE OBSERVING AND
SKETCHING ACTIVITY

[Video image 10: Lowell's
Lowell saw and named nu:na:reOlS
crossing the planet. He noted
the poles, which had white
regions of Earth, with the rest
astronomers never could see these fine
others agreed with Lowen that the lines were there.
If the lines are
what would you say
be? Lowell guessed that the lines were
ing the Martian deserts. And where there are
!ion canals, there must be canal builders.
suggested that there was a civilization of
Martians.

[Tum up daylight, distribute paper, turn on reading
lights full.] I would like for you to pretend you are an
astronomer, trying to help decide what the surface
features of Mars are. Let me give each of you a piece of
paper. [Hand out Mars drawing sheet] On the paper
there are two sketches of your telescope eye piece,
with a blank disk of Mars ready for you to complete.
Now, to help determine what surface features are
there, please sketch in the dark features on the surface
of Mars. Watch for the brief moments of clarity, and
then get as much detail as you can. We will observe for
just two minutes, and then hold a brief conference to
reach our joint conclusions. There is a second blank disk
on your paper in case you don't like the way your drawing is coming out, and want to start over.
[Turn off daylight. Go through three periods of clarity, then turn up daylight and turn off Mars' special
effect.] Please recall the telescope photograph of Mars
that you saw a few minutes ago. Which contains more
details, your drawing or that photograph? Anyone of
your drawings has more detail than that photograph
which was one of the best ever taken from the planet
Earth.
your sketch with the person sitting
next to you. Did they see some details you didn't?
[Walk around the room, select one or two examples and
show using the opaque projector.J These sketches are
all
although some of the features show up on
most of them.
Why do you think each of us made a different sketch
of the same view? Differing skills of observers, different moments of observation, different choices of what
to watch. There are always differing interpretations
of what is really there and while we cannot agree perfectly on what is really there, we can come to agreements on broad structure.
Even with all the inherent limitations of drawings,
the best and most detailed images of Mars from Earthbased telescopes come from drawings, not photographs.
Here are a series of comparison images showing first a
telescope photograph of Mars at a given time and then
a corresponding astronomer's drawing of Mars created
at the same time.
[Video images 1-8: Mars photograph/ drawing
isons]
,-'-'A .. 'I-""'-"

LOWELL AND CANALS

EXOBIOLOGY ACTIVITY
The idea of
on Mars sounds fantastic
to us today, and it was also
80 years ago
Lowell suggested it. But the idea of AA"''''AAA~'''''A'~
somewhere in the universe besides Earth is a
sonable one, an idea that
is very likely true.
our
the sun,
billions of other stars, and each of them may
planets, like Earth or
that
forms, even
life.

To get you in the
going to see
creatures d.esl~:ned
Bonnie Dazell for an exhibit at
National Air
Space Museum of the Smithsonian Institution in
ington D.C. These
creatures have ""v,_ ....
features that have been
to
them "" ......."...
on planets other than Earth.

a.,C<A

[Slide 5: Red
This is a Red
might expect on a
a hopping creature
on a single hop, and assisted
Hop-Flier
around
Hop-Flier's wing's look at
you seen that shape

,0.

THE RED PLANET MARS

Beings from the
Planet Earth

William K. Holt Planetarium, Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California, Berkeley, California 94720
The Mars Observation Activity was developed by Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Center Planetarium, Peoria, Illinois.

Being from a Mars-Like
Planet

This Planet Has:
Weaker gravity.
Thinner atmosphere.
Colder weather

very similar, since although air is thinner on a lowgravity planet, the laws of aerodynamics are the
same, and a delta wing is a good design. The big wing is
good for flying, and the veins help cool his blood on
this hot planet.
[Slide 6: au trigger ribbon fish]
Here is a huge fish by Ms. Dazell designed for a
planet with lots of ocean and a very high gravity.
Why would the largest animals on a high-gravity
planet probably be found in the ocean? Hint: Where
are the largest mammals found on Earth? Whales live
in the sea, because the buoyancy of their bodies in the
water reduces the great internal strength that's needed
to keep such a huge creatures from collapsing under
gravity's pull.
[Slide 7: Bandersnatch]
Here is a creature designed for the land of a highgravity planet. What features does the Bandersnatch
have to help him survive on his high-gravity planet?
Very thick and sturdy neck, ten short and thick legs,
large, low mouth to eat plants that grow close to the
ground.
Let's see the kind of imagination necessary to be an
exobiologist. Suppose you are trying to decide what
possible forms of life might inhabit a planet like
Mars. How is Mars different from Earth? Here are
three of the most important differences: (1) lower
gravity 0/3 that of Earth), (2) much thinner atmosphere 0/100 the pressure of Earth's air), and (3) much
colder weather (temperatures well below zero most of
the time). Close your eyes and picture in your mind a
creature that would have to be adapted to lower gravity, much thinner atmosphere, and much colder
weather.
On the piece of paper I hand you now, please sketch
the creature you have pictured in your mind. On your
sheet of paper is a drawing showing some forms of life
that have evolved to meet planet Earth conditions for
comparison. Don't worry if you're not a great artist, just
give us the general idea of your creature. [Turn on music
suitable for Martian drawing. Give people time to
draw. Ask people to compare their ideas with their
neighbors. Answer any questions you can. When most
people have finished, go around and show a few drawings (using opaque projection if available.), asking people to explain what survival features their Martians
have. Compliment clever adaptions.]
SCIENCE FICTION MARTIAN

Your drawings are good speculation and modem scientists are working on very similar concepts.
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[Slide 8: Paul's Martian]
What do you think of this drawing made by an
exobiologist in 1939? This is what a science-fiction artist, Frank Paul, imagined Martians might look like.
What features does this being have to help him sur..
vive on Mars? Large ears and lungs for the thin atmosphere; tall and slender due to light gravity; fur and
retractable nose and eyes for cold temperatures.

How could we be sure if there are canal
or
indeed, any living creatures on Mars? Get above
Earth's atmosphere, and if possible, get closer to Mars.
Then we could get a clear view, and see if the canals
really exist. [Turn off reading lights and daylight.]
VIEWING THE MARINER 9 & VIKING MISSIONS

[Slide 9: Mariner (SLOWLY rotate diurnal so it looks
as if the spacecraft is moving.)]
This is the Mariner 9 spacecraft that orbited Mars in
1971 and sent back our first close-up pictures of the
Martian surface. When it first arrived at Mars, there
was a planet-wide dust storm that obscured any surface
features for months. Such dust storms have been
observed from Earth. Here is a series of Earth based
telescope pictures showing one such storm growing.
[Video image 11 (sequence): Martian dust storm]
After all the dust settled, the Mariner gave us our
first really high quality images of Mars. Once more we
see Mars in a new way. Let's watch the television
tures sent from these spacecraft as they
few thousand miles above the surface of Mars.
[Video images 12-14: Dunes, Crater & Mountains,
"'River" ]
In these images we see sand dunes, craters from meteor
impacts, and evidence of water erosion (which was
quite startling since we thought all water on Mars must
be frozen).
In 1976, the Viking I and II spacecraft sent back color
pictures as they orbited Mars. They transmitted to us
superb views of the two moons (Phobos and Deimos), a
giant canyon 1700 miles long and 5 times deeper than
the Grand Canyon, and a volcano bigger than any
mountain on Earth. The giant canyon is one of the few
line features in Lowell's canal maps that turns out to be
quite real.
[Video images 15-21: Viking orbiter vehicle, Phobos,
Close-up of Phobos, Deimos, Mars crescent, Mars 1
phase, Close-up of Valles Marineris.]
[Slide 10: Olym -us Mons Detail]
[Slid 11: Olympus Mons Caldera]
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These views of Mars pose many further questions about
the red planet. But what happened to the canals, the
long straight lines carrying water to the Martian
farms? Only a half dozen features that we see, such as
the "grand canyon" of Mars, Valles Marineris, have
any correspondence to features on Lowell's canal
maps.The rest of the canals do not, in fact never did,
exist. Much of what Lowell did has proved very valuable. He developed the techniques of planetary photography, spectrography of the nebulae, and determination of the rotation rates of the planets-and even
exobiology-but his observations of the canals were not
correct. Apparently, the human mind "helps" the eye
and fills in the details sometimes that the eye partially sees. We now know that the famous canals of
Mars never existed.
In the summer of 1976, two Viking spacecraft
detached parts of themselves and landed on the surface of Mars. A Viking lander touched down and
pointed one of its cameras at its own footpad. As this
black and white picture comes on, we will see the first
photograph ever taken from the surface of Mars.
[Slide 12: Mars surface]
This remarkably sharp photograph shows the rocks,
sand, dust at our feet as we stand on the surface of the
red planet Mars. The rocks are only a few centimeters
across.
The Viking II pointed its camera higher, and now we
see a color picture of the horizon. If you stand on Mars
and look out horizontally, this is what you will see.
[Slide 13: Martian horizon]
[Slide 14: Viking digs a trench]
This photo shows part of the spacecraft, including the
slender meteorology boom, taking weather data. Mars
is even more hostile to life than we had once thought
based on earth-bound observation. Viking has conducted a series of interesting scientific experiments:
measuring the weather on Mars, searching for Marsquakes, analyzing the atmosphere and the composition of the soil, and looking for magnetic particles.
Viking tells us the atmosphere has only 1/100th the
pressure of Earth's atmosphere, and the average temperature on a mid-summer afternoon is 30° below zero,
Celsi us. It is also very dry.
On the ground behind the boom, you can see the trench
the spacecraft's lIarm" dug for gathering soil samples
for more experiments. Sensitive electronic instruments
on the Viking lander searched for microscopic life, but
the results are confusing, and there is no clear sign that
even microscopic life exists. There still might be some
form of life on Mars, and we may not yet know how to
look for it, or where it might be.

The spacecraft have allowed us to
and "land on Mars." What you are
motion picture of what it would look like if
an airplane flying around Olympus
volcano in the Solar System. The Viking orbiter
radar data which is coded in this movie as rh~~Q",Qn~
colors for different elevations.
[Video image 22 (movie): Fly around
It is information and experiences
our space program so exciting and so wen worth
support.
The early 70's was a special time not
for
craft missions to Mars, but for direct observations
Mars from Earth, since Mars came closer to Earth
usual. Mars takes a Ii ttle under two Earth
orbit the sun. On almost
orbit of
around the sun, we make a close "''n''-'''''''''<:lJ''lh
since the Mars and Earth orbit
are not n011"t-D..,.,tcircles, the approach is closer in some
others. This September (1988), the
comes
to Mars than it has since the
1971 (17
As a result, this is a year of renewed interest in Mars.
The Soviets launched a spacecraft to explore Mars'
moon Phobos. Astronomers all over the
professional and amateur, are aiming their tel~2sOODE~S
towards the Red Planet to
as much ini:orlmaltion
possible.
You are invited to view Mars as we approach closer
it throughout the summer and into the

your local astronomy club to find out about Marswatch
parties where you can
to view the real
directly through fine telescopes. Here at _ _ __
set up _ _ _ _ __
etarium, we will have
for public stargazing and Marswatch sessions. Please
come and bring your friends and family! Thank
visiting the
Planetarium.
SLIDES FOR THE RED PLANET MARS

1. Title
2. Credits
3. Red Eyepiece
4. Telescope view
5. Red Hop Flier
6 . Outrigger ribbon
7. Bandersnatch
8. Paul's Martian
9. Mariner spacecraft
10. Olympus Mons (oblique view;
11. Olympus Mons Caldera
12. Mars surface (showing Viking footpad)
13. Martian horizon
14. Viking digs a trench
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1-8. Mars Photograph/Drawing comparison

9. Lowell at his telescope
10. Lowell's drawing of Mars
11. Martian dust storm (sequence)
12. Dunes
13. Impact Craters and Mountains
14. uRi ver"
15. Viking Orbiter
16. Phobos
17. Phobos close-up showing crater Stickney
18. Deimos
19. Mars - crescent phase, showing ice clouds
20. Mars - quarter phase, showing Valles Marineris
21. Valles Marineris close-up
22. Airplane ride around Olympus Mons (movie)

11956-11963
7056
11832
11941-11947
11980
11978
11976
11990
12642
12153
12661
12162
12030
12203
30233-31379

The original version of Red Planet Mars was written by Alan J. Friedman and the staff of the William
who
Planetarium. We wish to thank Sheldon Schafer of the Lakeview Center
Museum of
ceived and developed the "Fuzzy Mars" observatory activity; the National Air and
sonian Institution, for permission to reproduce illustrations of Bonnie Dalzell's extraterrestrial
Ultimate Publishing Company, for permission to reproduce Frank Paul's Martian
the Lowell
of
larLet,lritlm
tory, for permission to reproduce illustrations one of Percival Lowell's
for supplying slides of Captain Capen's Drawing of Mars (©1974, Charles "'-" .... ...,......;
their photograph of Mars (©1965, Hale Observatories); and the Astronomical
NASA photography of Mars. Illustration of "Fuzzy Mars" maoo:in2: ~""i-·nT1i·'T
ium Director's Workshop Guide,
by
Permission to use
Planetarium
and no other 1t"OY\"'I"\,rhll"i-11'"\n
authorized for this particular program at the
ized.
Discover More About
RED PLANET MARS

1"'o ......n. ...of..nrr "" ......... Ju..~

Bevan M" Mars: The
izing the complete Viking project

Resonance with ::;olmethlng
the excitement of research for life .o1€;:,O"l:AThc>v'.o

New

NASA, 1977. A welllHulstr,ateej, non-technical booklet SllInmLarits major results.

Hoyt, William
Lowell and Mars, University of Arizona
tific biography of Percival Lowen illuminates the excitement and ro""'........,.... .. ',......."",·" over
astronomy ,including his ill-fated speculations about Martians,
Pollack, James
"Mars," Scientific American, September, 1975.
Viking. Articles in this magazine reporting Viking results appeared in
Wells, H.G., War of the Worlds, 1896. Wells imagined an invasion from
based on the latest theories
the red planet from contemporary astronomers. This fascinating novel started modern science fiction on its

_ _ Science News, June 5 and 12, 1976, and Astronomy, July, 1975. Guides to the
history of Mars investigation.

......1"'f...

,0'.....

and reviews of

--1ournal of Geophysical Research, September 30, 1977. Very technical reports from
(about 700 pages). Reprinted as Scientific Results of the Viking Project by the American
17, No. 3,
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FORUM

Our budget for new show packages is between
and $1000 annually. We find quality shows in this
range from Hansen Planetarium and Stasiuk Enterprises. These programs are adaptable to our
But each producer uses a different format which means
much time is spent adapting the show to our

I encourage planetarium
Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
The March 1988 issue of The Planetarian (Vo1.17,
No.1) contained an article by Robert Tate, "Technical
Standards for Planetariums," which reopens the question of establishing standards for planetariums to
make them technically compatible. Tate's proposal,
and the question posed in this issue of FORUM are:

",.. if 500 planetariums in this country were set
up with the same projection fields, had compatible control systems, and similar sound equipment,
then these 500 planetariums could pool funds to
hire the best writers, the best artists, the best
musicians, and produce fantastic planetarium
programs which would run perfectly in everyone
of 500 planetariums." Do you agree/disagree
with this premise and would you consider standardizing your equipment and operation?
The question was asked of 17 planetarians representing both users and producers of public shows, having a
geographical spread around the U.s. and Canada, and
included large and small facilities, both school and
public oriented. The editor appreciates the responses
from the following colleagues and encourages others
with an opinion to submit a response by October 9, 1988.

*****
It's hard to disagree with this proposal. I, and 1'm
sure many others, have had experience with show
packages that were produced for a specific planetarium and then offered for purchase. The benefits of standardization can be seen on a smaller scale in the consortium of Cinema-360 users.
Schreder Planetarium is primarily a school planetarium; we offer public programs only one evening a
week during the school year. Having only a small staff
of part-time people, there is simply not enough time
for the kind of involved, elaborate, quality productions that our audiences have come to expect.

producers to implement
crate's proposea stanaara.
I encourage planetarium show producers to
ment Robert Tate's proposed standard. As a ""1'1'·t-ht~,.
incentive, I would be willing to sign a pr4~i=)roduct1on
letter of intent to purchase a proposed show on a
cHic topic. Until such a standard becomes an established fact, it would be especially helpful to include
multiple formats such as three and six projector
panoramas, reel to reel and cassette audio tape, and
scripts that allow for the possibility that some ::>U'X1«:1A
effects or projector motions might not be available.
Kenneth Adams, Director
Schreder Planetarium
Redding, California

* * * ,. *
If 500 planetariums across the country standardized
their production, control, and audio systems, there
would certainly be a compelling reason to pool
tion funds. But this is a pretty big "if."

Before I play devil's advocate, I would like to
that I am in favor of standardization anywhere it
practical. Few things are more frustrating than h~"r"n.".
to re-invent another wheel due to lack of a ........................
But as we all know, the planetarium theater is unlQUle
in its diversity. No other medium requires, and
allow, the variety of production techniques seen in
really first rate multi-media planetarium show. So we
must proceed carefully in applying any standard to
such a complex environment as the planetarium.
The biggest pitfall I see in standardizing a planel:arium format is that not an
are created
equal. In fact, our only common
are a
domed projection screen and a star projector. From
there, theater layouts vary in size and tilt.
theaters have abundant projection gallery space,
others have little or none. Some star projectors
some don't. Many theaters are
but
majority have only manual controL The list
on.
If I had to pick a single problem in
u..J;;.
tarium projection standard, it would be the rlH·to1",onr·",
'-A ....' V ....
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between uni-directional and concentric seating. A show
formatted for one type of theater would certainly be
deadly in another. So with the best of intentions, we
must now have two "standards." There are equally
valid arguments for the other major differences among
planetarium theaters, and soon the whole idea of a
standard dissolves C.. sorry).

Standardization needn It 6e a[[ or
nothing. We can standardize the
e[ements of our Ulort
There is a silver lining, though. Standardization
needn't be all or nothing. We can standardize the elements of our work. If we adopt a common format for
scripts, a common method to define the appearance of
every visual in a show, we could go a long way in
reducing the amount of adaption needed from theater
to theater.
We could take this further and develop a common
working panorama format from which each planetarium could produce (via optical printing) its specific
projection format. We could pick a time code standard
for automation (likely SMPTE) which would allow
different brands of controllers to operate with the
same tape. These are the types of standards which are
worth developing for the planetarium.
We must remember that the planetarium is multimedia theater and that it is more akin to live stage
than to franchised movie theaters. Each production
reflects an individual theater's capabilities and the
creative talents of its staff, not just the work of some
distant production company. So let's standardize
where we can in order to benefit from each other's
efforts, but not to the extent of making a planetarium
show fit into what can only be a compromised format.
Then perhaps 500 planetariums could pool their
efforts and ask star projection manufacturers for a standard computer interface .0 ••
Bruce Spainhower, Assistant Director
Kendall Planetarium/OMSI
Portland, Oregon
>+

* * * '"

In response to the question about standardizing planetarium equipment, my immediate response is "No, I'm
not interested." I look at this issue from the viewpoint
of a small (30 ft. dome) planetarium which has just
invested $100,000 in a total remodeling and upgrading
to state-of-the-art equipment in the areas of major
36

surround audio, projection video from laser disc and two
video tape formats, computer controlled automation
system for 23 Kodaks and 30
and . .
and all-sky panoramas.
H<A\.ll ......."u

Quite frankly, I would not be very interested
grams which would not
this new ~'-"-.J.""'VA'-'I'.
fullest use. And, I'm afraid, the vast
planetariums" in this
could
upgrade to the level we have
fortunate
reach.
Let me throw a few QUestloflS
interested in
with 100 or fewer
with very similar technical . . . avulv....... u ... ""
it be a good
for the
planetariums to do the same, adontm2:
of equipment as a standard? And
ducer of the desired
be
two Sl~;nU1camtJly

pl''l.n€~talriums

' - ' H ................. '- ....

Now we're . . . "'11-..... ..-.,nor 3 Kodaks and 5
there could be
where I started my career,
budget or the audience numbers to SUDDort
major planetarium.
Strasenburgh, unless
supported by a corporate or go'vernnnerlt
those programs come few
would play an
planetarium down to S{}!'T'.,c~.!.".! ""'''''
..
more reasonable. A
cassette tape, 100
and a sman
work wonders for these under-ultll1ZE~d u" ......
.;;:;1..."1;;: .......1.01;1...

"L.lV.l.ilJU.I.

.l.u\..l'!;;:.;:J!.

For the major
various numbers of SOlPhlisticalted
a dozen makes and .l.I.l\JU.~;J.;:).
dard for anything
futile. We are
to adapting
we
to our own domes. If we get this mob of egos to agree on
anything, let's agree to support
audio production, and good imiage's.
the rest.
Ken Miller,
Bishop Planetarium
Hawaii
.. lV.AU.AliA.,

...... '*' ..
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The idea of standardization is great. Unfortunately
no format was agreed upon when the first shows were
made available for purchase. A more important consideration is that no two facilities are identical in
design. Rather than emphasizing the differences
between the uhaves u and the "have nots," let us concentrate on how to improve the situation and perhaps
create a set of production standards that is not completely inflexible.

. .. the statement about pooling
vast resources to produce fantastic shows may be wishful think.:
ing. ... Maybe taking the opposite
approach would hefp. If a{[ the
people who sold shows agreed on
a reasonable standar" tlien a[[
tliose wliy buy shows would be
better prepared to run tlie product
of any given producer.
Referring specifically to the question posed, the
statement about pooling vast resources to produce fantastic shows may be wishful thinking. Script writing
by committee tends to be disastrous. Even two people
collaborating on a script have arguments about content
and approach. It's a problem of logistics. Anyone who
put money into the pot might want to be involved in
the decision making process. Getting that many people
to agree on anything, let alone all the elements of such
a major production, would be a monumental task.

With regard to slide projector fields, how often do
you need any percentage of overlap as SUle::gE~stE~d'?
While the 50% overlap is widely used in cmnrrler4::1aJ
A-V shows, there is no real need for it on the dome.
We're not talking about pans, and the distortion caused
by curvature which would play havoc with
anything anyway.
One could get more dome coverage and a
image placement by spreading out the projection
Perhaps they should just touch outside edges
(because of curvature) top comers.
The list of recommended special effects projectors is
not unreasonable. Odds are that if the show calls for
something you don't already have, you will do one of
the following : 1) buy the projector needed, 2) build
your own projector, 3) use the image in a different
cial effect or even a static image projector, or
without.
Given long enough, even many small domes will
acquire a variety of projectors. Some planetarians
fer not to clutter their theaters or shows with excess
visuals. These facilities, by choice, will not be
a multi-media and special effects extravaganza. There
is certainly nothing wrong with that.
I used to work for Phil Groce at the Alexander Brest
Planetarium in Jacksonville, Florida. For our purposes,
the stereo soundtrack was recorded on tracks one and
three with programming cues on track four of a four
track recorder. We also produced complete show
ages for sale. Many people who bought shows
us
wanted their audio configured the same way, so that
they could play it back on a two-track machine. I
that audio should be placed on channels one and two
with automation cues on four to allow for the
.,..""It:'~
possible separation of Signals.
.....".Cj•

Maybe taking the opposite approach would help. If
all the people who sold shows agreed on a reasonable
standard, then all those why buy shows would be better prepared to run the product of any given producer.
Their facilities would already be set up to meet at
least the minimum requirements to run any show on the
market. Those institutions that wanted to, like the
Planetarium Show Network, could still get together
and produce big shows. But spreading out production
efforts among a number of companies should result in a
wider variety of program topics and, one hopes, more
of them.
These comments on show production standards are my
humble opinion, but as a representative of a facility
that is just now entering the "shows for sale" market, I
would be more than happy to discuss this further. We
would benefit from such a dialogue by producing programs that more theaters could accommodate.
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Probably the best feature of the demo script page was
that not only is a slide number provided. but also a
description of the visual or suggestions about how to
use it. After the text and page numbers, this is the most
important piece of information.
I hope this small input will aid in the deve:Lot:)m~~nt
of standards for planetarium production. If anyone
wants to discuss this further or has other opinions,
please do not hesitate to let me know. As I prepare
the sale of our shows to others, I will certainly
these thoughts in mind.
Kris McCall, Assistant Director
Sudekum Planetarium
Nashville, Tennessee
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After you've seen the calendar
can go to an orbital
drawing of the relative 1J....,,~.4U,JJ1
beginning and end of the month.
• ....,

Another option lets
find out how many
years old you are, and when
next
on Mars. It was rather
to find out I'm
years old again! But ..............F. ..........
Earth ... sorry, Mars,
in
tutorial
ten-year-old Martians will be able to vote.
IV . . ..., ...' "......

MARSOPI'
Some day we will have to set up a timekeeping system for the planet Mars. It's too early now to predict
what kind of system will eventually be accepted, but if
thorough preparation is any guide, the "Darian" system invented by Tom Gangale should be given consideration. Not only has he created a nicely organized calendar, but he's written a software package to help us
work with the system. In the last issue of The Planetarian, Tom introduced us to his "Darian" (Martian)
time system. Today we'll look at his software.
MARSOFTA is a program for the IBM-pc family.
Upon bootup, the screen displays a Martian Republic
logo designed by Gangale and plays about 30 seconds
worth of the Mars theme from Holst's The Planets
(and what are the chances of an option to disable that
tune, Tom?).
You now have ten options. Some of these allow you
to convert Gregorian time units to equivalent "'Darian"
units, or to add time intervals to dates entered by the
user. You can set up side-by-side clock/calendars,
showing the current time (from your internal clock) in
your local time zone and in any chosen Martian zone,
selectable by Martian longitude.

The various options are interconnected in interE~sting;
ways. For example, one
lets
convert a
rian time interval (such as
22 milnut:es)
to an equivalent Martian interval
an exercise for the
But
interval can be
used in another
that lets you add a time interval onto an entered
This would speed
calculations of
type.
The programming is
are a couple of ...,...,.,....... .,.........
screen (date
time
menus,
coded, to help you determine at a
enter month names as numbers or
are. You
first three letters in their names. Be careful here:
program will accept
case
at this
Generally MARSOFfA op€~ratl~s
Once in awhile,
it win
land wi thou t
of
and
probably try
to no effect. This won't
help. In fact, the program will store
your
strokes, and quickly act on them
it comes back
from calculations, so be
Listen for the audible
beeps that accompany
i.e.o,;;rn1";ClIcc.DlC!

One of the key functions displays a "Darian" calendar. So much information is displayed that only two
weeks at a time can be shown; you can toggle between
the two halves of a month. There are seven columns of
days, corresponding to the seven days of the "Darian"
week. Each day also shows its Gregorian equivalent,
and the Gregorian days of the week are color-coded to
aid in comprehension. Since the Martian day is
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A final, minor cmnpllalnt:
ENTER) through all

before you can select an item
choose
won't even be on
Function 9 or Function 0,
the screen when you choose it! It's no
to
through the three screens again, but it is a nuisance for
users with a short memory stack like me.

MARSOFTA comes with an excellent on-screen tutorial. This program provides a short introduction to the
"Darian" system itself, followed by a step-by-step
demonstration of the MARSOFT program. Graphics
screens alternate with text that provides enough information to get started.

Most impressive is the selection of stars and deepsky objects. You use a scroll bar to select the magnitude
limit for stars. A similar scroll bar controls how faint a
deep-sky object you'll see. In addition, you can select
individual classes of objects: open clusters, globulars,
planetaries, elliptical or spiral galaxies.

MARSOFTB is an exciting package that is designed
to give the public hands-on experience with Martian
time, and can be set up as an interactive exhibit in
science museums. This is worth checking out-Tom has
done all the work, and a museum need only install the
hardware. MARSOFTB can be set up in either of two
modes. It can run as a continuous loop to show the current time on Earth and Mars and the current positions
of the two planets. Or it can run interactively to calculate a visitors age in Martian years, his "Darian"
birthdate, and the Gregorian date on his next Martian
birthday. The corresponding positions of Earth and
Mars are shown on an orbital display. An option lets
museum personnel print Martian birth and marriage
certificates! That's a nifty (and cheap) souvenir for a
visi tor to take home.

There are three main ways to view the sky. One is
the UStar Atlas" view showing the heavens as you
would see it on a typical star chart. You can include the
equator, the ecliptic, the zodiac constellations, the
galactic equator, and other goodies.

By the time you get your copy, there may be some
new features and improvements not mentioned here.
Gangale says he plans to keep working on the program.
MARSOFT will probably not be of interest to everyone until the Russians land on Mars and the U.S. gets
interested in space again. But if you want to play
around with a well-organized system of time for
another planet, give it a try. MARSOFTA is marketed
by Gangale for $20. It requires an IBM-pc or compatible
with 360K floppy disk drive, a color monitor, a CGA
color card, and DOS 2.0 or later. MARSOFTB is an
additional $10. For more information write: Tom Gangale, 351 Palos Verdes Blvd. Apt. 18, Redondo Beach,
California 90277.
Voyager
Here's a Macintosh program that Mac-astronomers
have seen advertised in the magazines for some time
now. It turns out to have been worth the wait.
This is a starchart program, but it goes further than
your typical draw the sky tonight" program. You
have a lot of choices about what to display. You can
choose to display only stars; or you can add solar system objects, and deep-sky objects, and constellation outlines, and the equatorial grid,all with a single click
on the appropriate button always visible on the side.
For some of these, you can tailor your selections more
finely. You can choose which solar-system objects you
wish to include; you can choose a fine or coarse equatorial grid.
/I
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Another option is "Local View." Here, you are presented with a horizon, with the stars and other objects
in their proper place for the chosen time. You can
change the azimuth and altitude at which you are
looking with scron bars. A nice touch is the appearance of both a compass-type indicator and a numerical
display when you make such changes. The compass lets
you see and move quickly; the numerical figures let you
easily adjust azimuth or altitude precisely to the nearest degree. You can also add the same coordinate lines
mentioned above.
The third choice is "Celestial Sphere." Here you
see a rectangular chart of the entire sky, with selection
buttons at the bottom to choose what kinds of objects to
display. You can plot open clusters, then turn on the
galactic equator and see how closely the clusters follow it.
It's easy to change the date and time, or location, or
anything else, with a standard Macintosh dialogue
box. You can zoom in on a particular area in two
by drawing a box around the desired area, or by
ing on a zoom-in or -out box that will change the size of
the field of view by factors of two.
Perhaps the most impressive part of Voyager is the
"Planet Tracking" feature. Select the part of the sky or
the object you wish to observe; select a tracking interval; even select a viewpoint from any other planet, or
any fixed point in space. You can choose to see the stars
or not; to leave trails behind the planets, or not. Select
which objects you wish to see (more objects means less
speed, of course). Start tracking forward or backwards,
and you'll be surprised how fast you can generate a
planetary orbit, as seen from any chosen viewpoint.
In fact, one of the highest marks I could give
ager is for speed. On a Mac SE, recalculating and drawing a starfield to fifth magnitude takes only a COtllDle
seconds. Drawing an entire orbit for the Earth at oneweek intervals takes about a minute. The program is
written mostly in FORTH, which is a very fast Ian..
guage when used for numerical calculations.
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File

Location

Halley's Comet as seen from Venus with Voyager. Constellations and Vlairzets
(darkened boxes, lower lefO, but grid lines and deep-sky
are
This is a la-resolution screen dump-the screen
is

Voyager is so feature-laden that I can't cover
everything here. Jupiter's moons are plotted and can be
identified, like any other object, with a simple mouse
click. That's a little easier than using a straight-edge
and magnifier on those charts in the magazines! Clicking on any object brings up a box with information about
position, type, magnitude, etc. And this happens instantly, without disk access.
You can add your own set of objects to the display by
creating a text file off-line (using any word processor)
with the necessary information, and loading it in from
within Voyager. You can call up a little lo-resolution
solar-system map for the current date. You can define
the orbital elements of anyone solar system body
(comet, asteroid, etc.), or call up the elements from
disk, and that body win be plotted in the display.
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Voyager comes from Carina
St., San Leandro California 94577. It
mum of one megabyte of
MacPlus or
an BOOk disk drive. List
shi pping/handling wi thin
fornia residents: see ads in
ordering information}.
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President's Mes

ge

Von Del Chamberlain
Hansen Planetarium
15 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
As I enjoyed the very fine conference hosted by our
colleagues at the Richmond Museum of Science, I could
not help reflecting upon past conferences and upon the
history of our society. The Richmond conference was of
high quality from start to finish. The organizers had
done all the desired preparation and their hard work
showed in every session and event. We were inspired
and informed by shows, demonstrations, papers, vendor
displays and materials, lectures, meals and time for
talking with our associates. We deeply appreciate the
efforts of Ken Wilson, Eric Melenbrink and the many
others assisting with the conference. IPS has certainly
come of age as a professional organization. It has been
fun to watch it do so.
This was the ninth biennial meeting of the society
representing 18 years since the organizational Conference of American Planetarium Educators held at Michigan State University October 21-23, 1970. In East
Lansing we listened to Alan L. Bean, Harold C. Urey,
James V. Bernardo, George O. Abell, Henry C. King and
Armand N. Spitz. The message of the last in this list
came to us by recording as Armand Spitz was physically unable to attend in person. At the meeting we
raised the question, ushould there be an association of
planetarium professionals beyond the regional
groups?" Representatives of the seven attending
regions (GLPA, MAPS, PPA, SWAP, RMPA, SEPA,
PAC) met in special sessions and sampled opinions of
delegates to consider the question of organization. At
the end of the conference, a decision had been reached,
officers had been elected and procedures had been
derived and agreed upon to establish official documents for ISPE and set up the next meeting. It was
dearly decided that the organization would exist for
the primary purpose of diffusion of information common to all planetariums through publication and biennial meetings. The organization was to encourage continuation of close and detailed work between
planetarium professionals through regional organization.
From 1970 until now we have continued to meet to
improve what we do. In 1972 we met in Cupertino, California and convened again in Atlanta in 1974. The
meeting was held in Boulder in 1976, Washington in
1978, Chicago in 1980, Vancouver in 1982, Monterrey in
1984, and Tucson in 1986. Each of these meetings were
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highlights of our profession. Each was well or~~anliZe~Q
and filled with things which brought us
and
professional growth. Many can associate much in their
lives with these meetings, places and the people
ered there. Those who cared enough to volunteer for
the immense amounts of work involved in these milestones for planetariums are to be commended and
should feel very good about what they have done.
Our conferences have contributed to our successes
through the space years, through the year of the Great
Comet and up to the present. As we think of what
these years and the existence of IPS have meant to us,
we might well turn our thoughts now to the future.
What will IPS continue to bring into our lives and the
lives of those we serve?
The Richmond conference initiated a new
membership (business) meeting. Following the
tant reports from officers and committees, we went
a goal setting session. Although we ran out of time
before concluding this activity as planned, a
impressive list of things IPS might be doing was
derived and a mechanism was set up to permit members
to indicate which of these they would like to work on.
The success of this activity will depend now upon the
willingness of individuals to take active toles in
ticipation, thus bringing new dimensions to the Impac:t
and success of IPS. (Please see pages 49-50.)
Two years from now we will gather in Borlange, Sweden for the first conference outside the Americas. The
way was paved for this by what seemed at the time
like a bold move in holding an off-year council meeting
in Armagh, Northern Ireland. The Borlange conference
is already on the way to becoming well organized and
promises to be a highlight of our organizational history. I want to encourage all members of IPS to
now to plan finances and schedules so as to be able to
attend and participate in this important conference.
In the Columbian Quincentennial year we at Hansen
Planetarium win have the honor of hosting the
ence. We are considering the theme of exploration and
win begin now to put together a conference you will not
want to miss. We welcome suggestions.

(Please see President on page
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Regional Roundup
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Park
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 242-3000, Ext. 261
CompuServe #72467,2051

Any interesting news, events, activities, etc. from any
planetarium is always welcome. If you have anything
that you would like mentioned in the Regional
Roundup column, please forward it to me at the above
address or via CompuServe electronic mail.
The deadline for submissions into Regional Roundup
for the next issue of The Planetarian is Wednesday,
October 12, 1988. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
Thank you for your continued contributions and
support.
British Association of Planetariums (BAP)
No Report; Terence Murtagh, representative.
European Association of Planetariums (EMPA)
No Report; Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA)
GLP A membership has increased rather significantly due to the efforts of the membership committee
(chaired by Bob Thomson of the Vollbrect Planetarium
in Southfield, Michigan). Bob recently sent brochures
and letters to planetariums in the Great Lakes Region
and several new members have joined as a result.
The Illinois State Meeting of GLP A was held at the
William Staerkel Planetarium in Champaign, illinois
on April 30th. A tour of the new facility was given
along with a screening of their in-house production,
"Odyssey." Several papers were presented on a wide
range of topicS induding theater hardware, techniques
in teaching astronomy, etc.
The Adler Planetarium in Chicago is currently featuring "First Light: The Space Telescope Story" and is
planning a series of special events and activities to celebrate Mars month in September.
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Carl Wenning of the Illinois State University Planetarium takes great pleasure in announcing that his student aide, Ayne Vandenbrook, has been named Bone
Student Scholar for 1988. The honor is the nl~~ne:st
accolade conferred upon university undergraduates and
is based on academic excellence.
The Indiana State Meeting of GLPA was held on
April 23rd at the Evansville Museum of Arts and Sciences in Evansville, Indiana. Mitch Luman acted as
host for the event which featured several good paper
presentations. "'The Little Star That Could,'" produced
by the St. Louis Science Center, was presented. Computer software was displayed and a workshop on LPD4 processing was given.
The Michigan State Meeting of GLPA was held at
the Baldauf Planetarium in Kalamazoo on April 9th
and was hosted by Eric Schreur. "Terri and Her Telescope," an in-house production, was presented and several informal discussions on children's prc)gt"anun:ing
werE held.
The Ohio State Meeting of GLP A was held at the
Ward Beecher Planetarium, Youngstown State University, on April 9th and was hosted by Warren
The Youngstown staff presented two of their recent
grams and demonstrated their new automation C!"UC~h:"1"""
and a video projector.
The Minnesota,
and Iowa planetariums
held their spring meeting on March 25th and 26th at
the Phillips Planetarium,
of WisconsinEau Claire and was hosted
Elliott. The
meeting featured an eVif:'lninp
nearby nature reserve and
the upcoming close annr()ac'l"'I
The 24th annual GLPA conference win be held in
Bowling Green, Ohio on October
1988 with Dale
Smith acting as host. The
will
include a variety of
and

planetarium shows. A live school program and a sample of performing arts events in the planetarium are
also planned. For additional information about the
conference, contact Dale Smith, Bowling Green, Ohio
43403-0224, phone (419) 372-8666.
The Abrams Planetarium's sky calendar received an
award for excellence in educational journalism from
the Educational Press Association and a Special Commendation from the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific.

England faU foliage hayride, a planet:ari'um
auction, and a Sunset Harbor cruise ,..v''''' ...........
Skan. Guest speakers include Dr. Martin Lee from
University of New Hampshire Institute for the
of Earth, Oceans and Space, and Sam Palmer from
Center for Astrophysics at Harvard. The ", ... nr"'''','',!Noble Speaker will be Dr. Margaret Geller from
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
topic is "Bubbles in the Universe." The
adjourn to the Boston Hayden Planetarium on
day, October 15th, for additional activities. For
mation concerning registration, .. ...,"" ..........
Richard Peery at 308A Woosamonsa
PlO>l"1nlnn-·~nn
New Jersey 08534.
f"nl"1 ... 'O,l''OY"'If''IO>

1-0,

Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPP A)
The Mueller Planetarium at the University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska recently celebrated its
30th anniversary. Congratulations to Jack Dunn and
staff on a job well done.
The 1988 GPPA conference will be held October 6-8,
at the University of Wisconsin/La Crosse Planetarium
and will be hosted by Robert Allen. The theme for the
conference will be "Mars-Mania: Seeing Red?" Featured speaker for the conference will be Astronaut
Major Mark Lee, formerly of Viroqua, Wisconsin. He is
a Mission Specialist and is in charge of deploying the
Magellan spacecraft from a space shuttle sometime
next year. For additional information contact Bob
Allen at (608) 785-8669 or (608) 782-7267.
A new public observatory will be built this year at
the Neale Woods Nature Center near Omaha. The
Fontenelle Forest Association, Creighton University,
the Omaha Astronomical Society, Iowa Western Community College and individuals are cooperating on the
project. The Observatory will house 3 large telescopes,
about a dozen smaller telescopes, and 20 pairs of binoculars.
Mexico Association of Planetariums (AMPAC)
No Report; Gabriel Munoz, representative.
Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS)
Plans for the 1988 Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society Conference are well underway for the first fall
gathering since 1978.
Eleanor Milliken and the Oyster River Planetarium
in Durham, New Hampshire, are the conference hosts.
The conference will be held at the New England Conference Center, nestled among the towering pines and
rocky topography just minutes from the Atlantic Coast.
MAPSCON '88 will take place October 13th through
15th. This years' conference will also include a New
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After lying dormant for several
High School of Science Planetarium is
with an all-new look. The 20-foot domed
receive a new Zeiss-Jena ZKP-2
capable of projecting 5,800 stars.
Jordan Marche, of the North Museum
Lancaster,
stin
twelve-part,
Humanities and the Stars, to 1't"'l"'t:>1"",o;: ...,,'rt p,pnl"O;:"Hh7~ni",
planetari urns. A report on this series was
creator of
recent I.P.S. Conference by Eileen
program package. The contents include cassette-based
sound tracks, scripts, slides and instructions for
ing all twelve of the programs to
ater. The northern-hemisphere cultures treated in
series are: Babylonian-Assyrian, British
nese, Contemporary Scientific,
Greek, Hindu, Maya, Native
Polynesian-Hawaiian.
M.A.P.S. was able to obtain
~
and distribution of these shows
a
received from the Pennsylvania Humanities
The entire package, including Curriculum
is available on a first-come, first-serve basis to all
Pennsylvania planetariums (whether members of
M.A.P.S. or not). A loan agreement and $25
ble) security deposit must be signed/paid for in
advance. This allows the recipient to borrow the
for three weeks at a time. Anyone interested in
on these programs at their
is
to contact Jordan Marche by phone or letter for more details.
It would be a shame to let them go to waste, after our
efforts to secure them in the first place. Contact:
Marche, North Museum Planetarium, Franklin & Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
(717) 291-3718
i-...."rl1 ....

'JU.'LL.I..a'I<:-

Congratulations to Eric Zimmermann of the Novins
Planetarium, Toms River, New Jersey for his first
place award in the first Biennial
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Foundation/IPS Script Contest. Eric's script was entitled "2061: Halley Rendezvous." His efforts netted
him $500.00!
Congratulations are also extended to Fran Biddy of
the Strasenburgh Planetarium, Rochester, New York
for his third and fourth place awards in the Biennial
Eugenides Foundation/IPS Script Contest. Fran's 3rd
place script was entitled "In the Deep Shadows of
Space" and earned $150.00. His 4th place script was
entitled IIEarth Whispers" and earned $100.00.
Nordic Planetarium Network (NPN)

The construction work on the Northern Light Planetarium in Tromso has finally started, about half a year
later than originally planned, but the foundation stone
has now literally come down to earth. The foundation
stone itself is a meteorite that fell in Alta, Finnmark,
in the year 1902. At the foundation-stone ceremony it
was attached to a string, and brought down along the
line from a height of 20m with fireworks. The Master
of Ceremonies for the day was Frank "Tycho Brahe"
Pettersen, complete with a true baroque costume and a
"golden nose." At least construction has started, and,
according to schedule, it should be ready by the beginning of the tourist season, 1989.
The Northern Light Planetarium will also feature
the first Cinema-360 projection system in Europe. Its
first film will, of course, be UNorthern Lights." Filming of actual aurorae has already begun using a special
technique of shooting one frame every ten seconds!
Some test footage has been tried in a couple of U.S.
Cinema-360 installations and the results were most
encouraging.
Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA)

PPA's fall conference will be hosted by Ron Oriti and
Santa Rosa Junior College, November 11-13, 1988. Tentatively scheduled are a tour of, or a talk by, a representative of Industrial Light and Magic, George Lucas'
special effects IIfactory" (this will be a real coup if Ron
can arrange it); a presentation by a designer of the
Space Telescope; a video shootout featuring the latest
video technology (and you thought you'd seen it all);
an evening at the Hume Observatory at the California
Academy of Science' Pepperwood Ranch, weather permitting, needless to say; a tour of Korbel Winery. For
further information on this conference, contact Ron at
Santa Rosa J.C. Planetarium, 1501 Mendocino A venue,
Santa Rosa, California 95401; (707) 527-4640. PPA
members are urged to attend this conference, as new
officers will be nominated and proposals for future conference sites will be solicited and discussed.

PPA will return to Yosemite National
9, 1989. The conference site is equipped with the
AV technology (sorry no Digistar). Members
invited to bring telescopes. A new moon will
excellent observing conditions, weather pe:rmitting,
be prepared to compare your sky with
Congratulations to John Mosley of
Observatory, Los Angeles, California for his '"' . . . . .
place award in the first Biennial hU.genlctes t'01Lln(lation/IPS Script Contest. John's
Other Worlds with 'Weatherman'."
award was given for his achievement.
'-J ........

Planetarium Association of Canada

No Report; Ian McGregor,

ret:)re~,eIlltatlve

Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association

The 1988 RMPA Conference win be held October
25 at the Tombaugh Planetarium in Alamogordo, New
Mexico with Art Barton as host. For additional information about the upcoming conference, contact Art
ton at: Clyde Tombaugh Space Theater, International
Space Hall of Fame, P.O. Box 533,
NM
08311, (505) 437-2840
James Manning is the new director of the new
Planetarium at The Museum of the Rockies, Inl·ucn·c1f.. r
of Montana in Bozeman, Montana.
Southeastern Planetarium Association

SEP A held their 1988 meetlflg
9th Biennial International
So vference in Richmond, Virginia. SEP A met at
ran Bank in the Shockhoe Slip Historical Section
Richmond. As usual, SEPA udid it
right!"
Bell
Hastings for a
says "Many special thanks" to Jane
job well done on organizing the SEPA Banquet at the
recent IPS meeting.
SEP A elected new officers at their mE~enng.
are: Past President: Jon Bell of the Virginia
Museum Planetarium, Newport News, Virginia;
dent: Dave Hostetter of the Lafayette Natural HisPresitory Museum Planetarium, Lafayette,
dent Elect: Bob Tate of the Harper
Atlanta, Georgia, and Secretary/Treasurer: Sue Griswold of the Kelly Planetarium, Charlotte, North
olina. These positions take effect
1, 1989.
The 1989 SEP A Conference win be held at the
ette Natural History Museum l"lanetar:mrn,
Dave Hostetter.
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The 1990 SEP A Conference site will be the Hummel
Planetarium at Eastern Kentucky University, hosted
by Jack Fletcher. Featured will be the new Spitz Space
Voyager, the first to be installed in the U.s.
The Brevard Community College Foundation and the
Astronaut Memorial Hall Planetarium, Cocoa, Florida, are pleased to announce the first DORK Automation Workshop. It is free of charge to anyone interested
in learning more about the system. It will be held
August 17-19, 1988. For additional information contact
Mike Hutton at (305) 632-111, extension 3500.

ence years. Richard Calvird of El Paso was awarded
an honorary membership.
The H. Rich Calvird award was presented to
Rusk of Mesquite LS.D. Planetarium and the Bent
award to Wayne Wyrick and the Kirkpatrick Planetarium staff.
Scott Pohl, of Irving, with members Bill Dexter
Dallas and John Pogue of Grand Prairie, formed
committee to study SWAP's professional
New officers elected are: President Wayne
Kirkpatrick Planetarium; Vice-President: Mark
tag, San Angelo State University; c.;."J"......Di-~ ..."7_·I·1""".~a1111""'... •
Harold VanSchaik, Garland I.S.D. Planetarium; IPS
Representative: Donna Pierce, Highland Park Planetarium: Newsletter Editor: Jim Rusk, Russell Planetarium; Member-At-Large to the Board of Directors:
Charles Hermann, Arkansas, and Ali Saboori, Louisiana.
'IJ\./'It,""'If"'V

David Portnee recently joined the staff at the John
Young Planetarium in Orlando, Florida. David came
form Champaign, Illinois, and has a Master's Degree
in History from ISU. He did his thesis on the Space
Program.
Southwest Association of Planetariums (SWAP)

Bob Wollman of Corpus Christi hosted SWAP's
annual conference last April. The three-day conference
induded problem-solving discussion groups; paper sessions; guest speakers Dr. Lyonel D. Hewitt from A & I
University, Dr. Richard Hoffman, and Robert Whistler; and a planetarium session in the Richard King
H.s. Planetarium. SWAP President Barbara Baber of
Abilene conducted the business meeting. SW AP/s constitution and by-laws were amended. SWAP officers
will hold a two-year term coinciding with IPS confer-

SW AP continues its strong ties with McDonald
Observatory with SWAP members John Cotton, Dallas; John Hicks, Midland; John Williams, Fort
and Donna Pierce, Highland Park, as members of the
Board of Visitors.
Twelve SWAP members (induding newest member
Steven Zavalney form Amarillo) attended the Richmond conference.

The Quotable Einstein
"I work very hard but without much success, and have
to discard nearly everything that comes into my
mind."
"The only thing which the individual can do is to give
a fine example and to have the courage seriously to
stand up for ethical convictions in the company of critics."
"The theory of relativity was described by certain
members of The Society of German Scientists and Physicians as a Ifundamentally erroneous and logically
untenable fiction,' and it was referred to in the newspapers as lithe greatest hoax in history."
In response to a telegram from New York in 1919 asking
liDo you believe in God stop prepaid reply fifty
words," Einstein replied "I believe in Spinoza's God
who reveals himself in the harmony of all being, not in
a God who concerns himself with the fate and actions
of men."
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liTo punish me for my contempt for authority, fate
made me an authority myself."

"Turning to the theory of relativity itself, I am anxious
to draw attention to the fact that this theory is not
speculative in origin; it owes its invention
to
the desire to make physical theory fit observed
as well as possible."
"Heroism on command, senseless violence, and all the
loathsome nonsense that goes by the name of
otism-how intensely I hate them, how vile
picable war appears to me; I would rather be tom limb
from limb than take part in such business."
"I have little patience with scientists who take
board of wood, look for its thinnest part, and drill
great number of holes where drilling is easy."
'Now I know why there are so many people
love
chopping wood. In this activity one immediately sees
the results."
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Script Secti
Jordan D. Marche II
North Museum Planetarium
Franklin & Marshall College
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604
As announced at the I.p.s. Conference in Richmond,
the winners of the First Biennial Eugenides Foundation
Script Contest were as follows:
F~rst Place: "2061-Halley Rendezvous" by Dr. R. Erik
Zlmmermann, Robert J. Novins Planetarium, Ocean
Courtty College, Toms River, New Jersey. $500 cash
award.

Second Place: "On Other Worlds with 'Weatherman'"
by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles,
California. $250 cash award.
Third and Fourth Place (combined): "In the Deep
Shadows of Space" /"Earth Whispers" by Francis
Biddy, Strasenburgh Planetarium, Rochester Museum
& Science Center, Rochester, New York. $250 cash
award.
The first and second place winners will be published
in upcoming issues of The Planetarian.
Again, I'd like to thank everyone involved who
made the contest possible. This includes the judges, all
of the authors who submitted works, the I.P.S. Council,
Dennis Simopoulos, and especially Mr. Nicos VernicosEugenides, the Foundation's President, for graciously
offering his support.
All of you are urged to begin considering the next
script contest, which will accept submissions in the
latter half of 1989.
Meanwhile, this column can also try to address other
important topics about scriptwriting. In the past, readers have expressed interest in seeing both script
excerpts and reviews. Also, our biennial contest makes
possible the reactivation of an I.P.S. script bank. Currently, copies of the fourteen scripts submitted are
being kept at the Eugenides Foundation. Perhaps a
limited "reprint service" can be offered, as another
tangible benefit (and incentive) of maintaining your
I.P.S. membership. If you are considering writing a program on a particular topic, perusing a colleague's script
may provide additional ideas on how best to proceed. I
would ask that professional courtesy be shown to the
original authors of those works. In return, if the
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products of your own labors are offered back to the
script bank, the results can benefit an even 01"'£''''+£~''''
ber of us. I'm willing to
of
ties, based upon your ........... u.u·u"-J".
Let me hear what other areas of concern you have for
the growth of this column. Let's make it a forum for
covering all aspects of the difficult art of
script writing.
0
rn~S1.jr:te1in:

continued from page

Where will we come together in the years
1992? The answer is still in the hands of members who
will be willing to do all that is involved in
the meeting and making the commitment to host a conference. This is not an easy
to do. Neither the
individuals or the host institutions can
to make
any money for their efforts. They can expect to do
of work on top of what they
do in "'""..... ,,;""
their missions. On the other
those
will
make invitations and be selected
the Council will
have the
of
peers from
around the world.
will have the satisfaction of
knowing that they have contributed to
of
planetarium
for ever more.
bring much enjoyment to
millions who enter
tarium theaters and
will know that
changed forever the
of the
referred to as
h<:nTA .... rI

If you are cOlnsiderinle
might start by
interest. You
suIJm:ittim2: a
proper invitation
to the Executive Secretary, Gerald Mallon.
Council waits to receive
invitations for conferences for
1996 and
0

Learning is not the
the construction of
i'VI-",rol1r~""
relating things seen and heard to
known. Learning is active-not vaE.;si'C'e.
"""'OrJ¥l1'''''''''

White
~ep~terrlber
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'Boof(
~views

Carolyn Collins Petersen
PO Box 3023
Boulder, Colorado 80307
Hip Deep in Stars
Ever been out stargazing and wish you had a Handy
Hip-Pocket Guide To The Stars, The Universe and
Everything? Well, now you have two guides to choose
from: Astronomy, the latest in the Peterson First
Guides Series, written by Jay M. Pasachoff, and Richard Berry's Discover the Stars: Starwatching using the
naked eye, binoculars or a telescope.
All three reviews in this issue are by Carolyn Collins
Petersen.

Peterson First Guide: Astronomy, Jay M.
Pasachoff, 1988, Houghton Mifflin, Boston,
ISBN 0-395-46790-X
In Astronomy, Pasachoff presents a nicely-organized
"field" guide to the stars-it's a little of everything in
one slim 128-page volume. Of particular interest are
the Tirion star charts, which outline all of the constellations in easy-to-see stick figures. Nebulae, clusters,
galaxies and other points of interest are indicated as
well. Contrasting with the clean lines of the Tirion
charts are lush paintings of the classical constellation
figures, done by Robin Brickman. Accompanied by the
tales for each of the illustrations, these paintings give
a good feel for the ancient view of the skies.
Of particular use to the avid stargazer are the constellation charts arranged by season and section of the
sky. (Note: these charts are based on 40 degrees north
latitude.)
The book is rounded out by quick background looks at
the planets, stars and galaxies, white dwarfs, and
supernovae, finishing with a squint at the evolution of
the universe, and observing tips for amateurs. Tuck this
little book into your hip pocket (or binocular case) the
next time you go out for some casual (or even serious)
viewing.
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Discover the
Harmony
56529-3
In Discover the Stars Richard
useful (if somewhat
astronomy. The book is
hints for observing the
Using one of the charts in
book, and
written instructions accompanying those
observer is positioned almost like a tell~scope--arld
when I tried them, I couldn't help but find the constellations Richard was
about.
he doesn't
Utalk down" to his readers.
with the instructions
for finding the constellations,
points out
objects using Messier numbers and Latin names as
as the more popular names that many objects have.
I

Along with the
Discover
presents a reasonable amount of
information about the stars, nebulae and
we see in the
sky. Richard rounds out the book with a somewhat
sory
of
and observatoriesalthough as
cities have
ings for
books.
Hal-

that I received
Space is a 72-minute ctocumentluy
beginning from the
continuing
We've all seen lots of
successful
discs of shuttle flights, and of course
seen the IMAX and Cinema 360 shuttle
no strangers to these kinds of pn)dllctLon.s.
able thing about this
Umanoff of Halcyon
a narrator's track for it. The ""',.,"nr' .. .,..'~"v

(Please see Book Reviews on page

~epternlber
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SecretaryJ s
Notepad
Gerald l .. Mallon
IPS Executive Secretary
204 Haws Avenue
Norristown.
Pennsylvania 19401

Overwhelming is one word to describe the recent IPS
Goal Setting Session! This activity was part of the
General Membership Meeting at the IPS/88 Convention and was an innovation that was very well
received. I had the honor of conducting this event
which asked you, the membership, to brainstorm the
goals and specific projects that you would like to see
IPS undertake during the coming year and in which you
are willing to participate.

The Goal Setting Session occurred immediately after
a brief series of business announcements which included
the following highlights: The 1992 Convention will
hosted by the Hansen Planetarium of Salt Lake
Utah. (The actual meeting site may not be in Salt
City but rather at a resort outside of town. Watch
additional details.) Plans continue for the 1990 Convention to be hosted by the Futures Museum of Borlange. The first official announcement and call for
ticipation was made by Lars Broman. The Elections
Committee presented their slate of officers which was
accepted!1nanimously. Running for President Elect:
David Dundee and John Pogue, for Executive Secretary:
Jerry Mallon, and for Treasurer: Mark Petersen.
Bishop, Chair of the Consumer Affairs/Astrology
Committee, read the press release that was produced
on the topic of "Star Names" (page 21) and called for
people to work on developing responsible methods of
responding to astrology. Publications Chair
Collins Petersen reported on the excellent new
Directory and on plans for producing George Reed's
Naked I Astronomy, as well as other publications during the coming year. Treasurer and Membership Chair
Mark Petersen reported on the current fiscal state of
the society and the fact that at this time there is no
need for a dues increase. Membership totals stand
420 individual members, 38 library members, 7 ................"""1.mentary,1 honorary and 53 institutional members.
After these announcements, all of those in attendance
were asked to count off to produce twelve smaller
groups which would represent a diversity of
and institutions. These groups worked together for
approximately an hour and then reported back to the
total audience with over 100 different topics and ideas
for IPS. On the next page you will see a list of these
topics arbitrarily arranged into categories. Now we
need your help. Regardless of whether or not you were
able to attend the meeting, your participation in these
projects is greatly needed. Please look over the list and
check off those areas in which you wish to participate. List your name and address on the appropriate
place and mail this form (or a photocopy) to the secretary (me). Deadline for return of the fonn is October
1988. After this date, I will coordinate the information
submitted and then communicate this to all of those
who responded. It will then be up to you to start work
on the project. This next year has the potential of
a tremendously productive one for our profession
cause of your involvement. Please make it so.
lI'CIIllr1nw'u::!

More Einstein
All religions, arts, and sciences are branches of the
same tree. All these aspirations are directed toward
ennobling man's life, lifting it from the sphere of mere
physical existence and leading the individual toward
freedom. It is no mere chance that our older universities
have developed from clerical schools. Both churches
and universities-insofar as they live up to their true
function-serve the ennoblement of the individual.
They seek to fulfill this great task by spreading moral
and cultural understanding, renouncing the use of brute
force."
1/

liThe important thing is to not stop questioning."
"If one studies too zealously one easily loses his pants."
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Projects needing YOUR
involvement
(check all for which you volunteer)
[ ] Special Interest Groups
[ ] Portable Planetarium User's
[ ] Electronic Bulletin Board
[ ] Computer Software
[ ] Specialized Equipment _ _ _ _ __
[ ] other (list) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

in
(topics
noteworthy in the future
[ ] Current Productions (sample listing
current shows at planetariums).
[] Timely
of
topics)
[ ] Report on
Education Crisis
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]

Survey on Renovations
PSA's audio and/or video
Report on Standardization
IPS Exchange Program
personnel
[ ] Planetarium
[ ] IPS sponsored

ICH,r"UT,"o::"

Mail

[]

[ ] Specialized Projects
[ ] International Copyright
[ ] Coordinate Travel
[ ] Corporation for Planetarium Production
(fundraising/grant
[ ] Pen Pals informal networking of IPS
members (not by region)
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room use in mind. The teac:her'
ough, and includes frame V'AtCl'"!"An.I"'a

A " .. A A 'LI1C!

You may
110 Beach Road,
487-0848.
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Planetarium Lifeline: The Origin & Evolution
of the Planetarium and Planetarians
David H. Menke
Buehler Planetarium
Broward Community College
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
CompuServe # 76266,2224

Tony Jenz n an the
Mar head Planet rl m
liliiii

The Morehead Planetarium at the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill is one of the finest
planetarium facilities in the world. Originally housing a Zeiss II when it opened in 1949, a Zeiss VI projector was installed almost twenty years later. The planetarium continues to offer public and school shows, and
is involved with university life. It is one of the few
public planetariums associated with a large college or
university that has had relatively few problems, and
instead, has thrived.
The Morehead Planetarium was the result of a gift
from a wealthy benefactor, John Motley Morehead.
During his lifetime, it was estimated that Morehead
had given about $17 million to the University, including the $3 million Morehead Building with its planetarium.
John Motley Morehead was born November 3, 1870 in
Spray, North Carolina. His father, Major James T.
Morehead (C.S.A., retired) had been instrumental in
bringing better railroads to the state, and also started
the Willson Aluminum Company. Morehead's grandfather, also named John Motley Morehead, twice
served as governor of North Carolina during the 1840's.
Another ancestor was Agnes Muirhead of Scotland, the
mother of James Watt, inventor of the steam engine.
With good ancestral lines and adequate family
wealth, young John Morehead looked forward to a
bright future. He attended public elementary schools
in Rockingham county, then entered Moravia Boys'
School in Salem. He attended the Bingham Military
School and graduated there in 1887. Morehead then
enrolled at Chapel Hill's University of North Carolina where he earned a Bachelor of Science degree in
Chemical Engineering in 1891.
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After graduation, Morehead's father hired him as
Superintendent of Buildings and Physical Plant for the
Willson Aluminum Company. Shortly thereafter,
Morehead and his father worked together to invent
the electrical arc furnace-the first used in the world.
The following May, Morehead discovered and
fected the process for the economic manufacture calcium carbide. While working on this project, he
invented the technique of arc welding.
In 1893 the Willson plant burned down, and Morehead's father sent him to Pittsburgh to work for the
Westinghouse Electric Company. Morehead attended
their advanced school for further education. In 1895 he
was promoted to Night Superintendent of
house's Testing Division. The next year, he was
as Superintendent of the Power House and Street Car
Maintenance at the Consolidated Traction Company in
New Jersey.
Morehead developed a device to analyze gases in
1899, and he wrote a book about it.. Analysis of Industrial Gases, that was published in 1900. In 1902 he was
hired as chief chemist of the People's Gas, Light, and
Coke Co. in Pittsburgh. Three years later he joined the
Union Carbide Company.
Morehead went to Germany in 1910 to take a course in
acetylene welding, and subsequently became an
on all phases of this process.
Living a life of adventure, excitement, and inv'en1timl. .
Morehead had little time for a sodal life. He was
married for the first time at
in 1915, to
vieve M. Borkhoff. Their marriage lasted 30
until her death in 1945. They had no children.
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During the first World War, Morehead accepted an
appointment as a Major in the U.s. Army, serving on
the War Industry Board, dealing with gases and
explosives, in Washington, D.C. By the end of the War
he was promoted to Lt. Colonel in charge of the Ordnance Division.
In 1919 Morehead moved to Rye, New York, a suburb
of New York City, where Union Carbide's new headquarters were located. After serving as a company officer for several years, Morehead was elected Mayor of
Rye in 1925. U.N.C. awarded him an honorary degree
of LL.D. in 1926 while he was Rye's Mayor. Morehead
served in the office of Mayor until 1930 when President
Herbert Hoover appointed him as a special diplomatic envoy to Sweden. Morehead was in Sweden for
three years. While there, the Swedish officials were
so impressed with him, that they awarded him the
Gold Medal of Kungel Svenska-the only non-Swede to
earn such a distinction.
Morehead returned home briefly in 1931 to help dedicate the Morehead-Patterson Bell Tower at U.N.C.
With the election of Roosevelt as President, Morehead, a Republican, returned to the United States and
resumed his work at Union Carbide, becoming its president. In 1944 Morehead received two additional honorary degrees: a D. Sc. from Uppsala University in Sweden, and a D. Eng. from Wake Forest College.
After his wife's death in 1945, Morehead decided to
set up the John Motley Morehead Foundation. The
Foundation's purpose was to provide scholarships for
bright students, enrich educational institutions, and to
be involved in other philanthropic works.
In May 1948 at age
Morehead married again. This
time he wed Mrs. Lila Duckworth Houghgen. There
were no children from this marriage, although he was
asked if they planned to have little ones. A man who
loved stories and who had a great sense of humor,
rvicrehead was fond of the yarn about an elderly couple
who were married and asked by the pastor why they
decided to tie the knot at such an advanced age. The
groom said "I have no heir, and I would like an heir,"
to which the minister replied, "Well, you may be
"heir-minded,' but are you 'heir-conditioned'?"
During his tenure as a diplomat in Sweden, he was
most impressed with Stockholm's Zeiss II planetarium, owned by the Goteberg Astronomical Society. During World War II the machine had been dismantled
and
in a safe place. Following the war, the
Astronomical Society had economic needs and agreed
to sell the Zeiss II to Morehead for $67,000 in 1947.
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the Hayden Planetarium.
Harlow Shapley, told Morehead
would be a better idea than
since more
could use the
as Shapley put it, "The
of
the most astrm1ornlC:aH
ica." John Morehead
at Harlow
said, "If you will amend that statement to
people in America, North Carolinians are
ignorant of astronomical matters,' then will
them a
And so it was done.
II

Finally, the last Zeiss machine that was manufactured and able to get out of
and to the
States was the Zeiss II for the
1939. The war had
halted

was some cOlrre:sp()n<1erlce
Robert Miller
"lucky buy" somewhere in
pen.
Morehead

oldest in the United
though it was
later than the malcnlm~s
New York, and P';.1~ch"".·".."h
Morehead continued UTn,'I"It'"rH)"
president, then as its
death in 1965. In 1953
dium to a high school
was often featured as
uation of V.N.C. students.
dents if money can make ~nrn"'r... no
replied, "Money doesn't

quiet the nerves." Another time, planetarium director
Tony Jenzano asked Morehead how he made his
money. Morehead told Jenzano, "I worked very hard,
earned good marks in school, slaved long hours on many
projects, sacrificed the many luxuries of life, and was
extremely diligent and devoted to achieving success.
Besides, my dad owned the company."
For many years Morehead was openly criticized by
students, faculty, staff, alumnae, and citizens of
Chapel Hill for having a planetarium placed on the
campus. Later when the astronaut training program
began, most people began to believe that Morehead
must have had great insight and they were delighted
to have such a facility at the University.
"Uncle Mot," as he was referred to, was an uncommon
man who liked common people. Often when invited to
formal receptions on University grounds, Morehead
would wander off and be found sitting under a tree
talking with students. Uncle Mot also did not enjoy carrying many keys around, so the story goes that he had
one key to everything-his house, car, the Planetarium, etc.
Morehead began life as a Baptist, but later became
Presbyterian. He was a member of many professional
organizations, such as the American Chemical Society
and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers; he
" also belonged to the American Legion.
During a cold and snowy day in November 1964, John
Motley Morehead slipped and fell outside his home in
Rye, on his way to work. The fall resulted in a fractured skull, and he was confined to bed for recuperation. Pneumonia developed as a complication, and he
died January 7, 1965 at age 94. Morehead was carried
to his funeral in a bright, shiny new red fire truck.
I

Perhaps gone, but never forgotten, the spirit of John
Motley Morehead will continue to live in the form of
his many achievements, and in the hearts of U.N.C.
Alumnae.
The first director of U.N.Co's Morehead Planetarium
was noted planetarian Dr. Roy K. Marshall. Marshall
had worked at the Fels, the Buhl, and other planetaria prior to his arriving at U.N.C. Marshall served
as director from the opening of the planetarium, May
10, 1949, until 1951. Marshall will be the topic of a
future segment of this column.
While working at the Fels Planetarium in Philadelphia, Marshall had gotten to know a talented young
technician there named Tony Jenzano. When Marshall
accepted the Morehead appointment, he was most
interested in bringing Jenzano with him as a techni-
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ciano Jenzano followed Marshall as head of the
tarium.
Anthony Francis Jenzano was born in Philadelphia
on May 20, 1919, the fifth of ten children of Joseph and
Theresa Monzo Jenzano. Joseph and Theresa were Ital..
ian immigrants whose families had known each other
in their home country. The family name had
nally been spelled "Genzano" but it was Al1l1ericani2~d
by Joseph after arriving in the United States.
worked as a landscape gardener in Philadelphia.
Young Tony graduated from West
High School in 1937. With jobs hard
entered an apprentice school at the
Naval Yard. Upon completion, he worked as a
on construction, repair, and maintenance of naval
ships. He did much of the design and wiring of the
battleship Wisconsin. Jenzano completed work at the
Marine Electrical School in 1942, and entered the U.S.
Navy shortly thereafter. He graduated third out of
167 in the Naval Gunfire Control School in 1943, and
went on to attend Advanced Gunfire Control School in
San Diego later that year. The remainder of the War
he served in the Pacific, from Guadalcanal to
nawa, as a Petty Officer.
With the end of the War, Jenzano returned to working as a civilian at Phildelphia's Naval Ship Yard.
After some time, since the job was mostly an outdoors
assignment, he began thinking how uncomfortably cold
it was to work there in the winter, and how hot it was
in the summer. He decided to look for another job, and
actively advertised his talents.
The Franklin Institute's Fels Planetarium had a
Zeiss II instrument. Until 1941, the Fels . . . . . . . "...". ."•. .,......
full-time German technician to service the mclCflllnG~.
After the technician was recalled to Germany, no one
was available to service the Zeiss. After five
without service, part of the machine froze up and
would not work properly. It was just at this time that
Jenzano had inquired about a job. The staff at the Fels
believed that Jenzano could maintain the machine,
and he was hired as the Fels' chief technician in 1946.
Jenzano remained at the Fels Planetarium unti11949.
When the Morehead Planetarium's Zeiss II machine
arrived from Sweden, the technician who came with it
was actually a Swedish barber who had come along
a free trip to America. After he took off, there was no
technician left. Consequently, Dr. Marshall, Morehead's director, asked the Fels if he could ''borrow''
Jenzano to help re-assemble the
II, that was
in 13 large crates. When the fuHy-assembled
projector was complete, Dr. Marshall and the Morehead made Jenzano "an offer he couldn't refuse,"

Jenzano relocated in Chapel Hill.
When Marshall left in 1951, Jenzano was appointed
Manager of the Morehead Planetarium and Galleries
of Art. Six years later, Jenzano and his staff completely refurbished the Zeiss II and the planetarium
theater. Also in 1957, Jenzano served as a consultant to
both the London Planetarium and the Buhl Planetarium in Pittsburgh.
In 1959, Jenzano was one of several planetarium leaders that had submitted a proposal to NASA to offer an
Astronaut Training Program. When the contract was
awarded to the Morehead, Jenzano's title changed to
Director.
The Astronaut Program began in January 1960, and
ran until 1975. The first 55 U.S. Astronauts were
trained at the Morehead, including Buzz Aldrin, Neil
Armstrong, Alan Bean, Frank Borman, Scott Carpenter,
Gene Cernan, Michael Collins, Gordon Cooper, Don
Eisele, John Glenn, Gus Grissom, Jim Irwin, Jack
Lousma, Jim Lovell, Tom Mattingly, Bruce McCandless,
Bill Pogue, Wally Schirra, Harrison Schmitt, Alan
Shepard, Deke Slayton, Ed White, and John Young.
Jenzano's good relationship with the Carl Zeiss company helped in getting things for the planetarium. In
1968, the Morehead Planetarium received its second
projector, a Zeiss VI-second only to Rochester's.
Personally, Jenzano was well-known for being a great
punster-his kind of pun was a "groaner," or so it has
been reported. Quick-witted with a good sense of
humor, and an amazing understanding of the English
language, he was well-loved and well-respected during his thirty years there. As director he was a
fatherly figure to most members of the staff. His best
characteristics included his ability to recognize talents in others and allow his staff members to do their
work without interference. Some might classify his
management skills as laissez-faire. Co-workers
believed that Jenzano was always accessible. Whenever there was a crisis, Jenzano calmed things with his
professional and relaxed demeanor. His was a loyal
staff who admired their director and appreciated his
interest in them.
In 1962, Jenzano hired a young man named Donald
Hall to be his assistant; a year later, Hall became
assistant director. It was Don Hall who convinced Jenzano of the extreme value of good quality school shows
in the planetarium. Hall also served as an astronaut
instructor during his five years there. Hall later went
on to be the education coordinator, and then director, of
the Strasenburgh Planetarium in Rochester, New York.
Another Morehead staffer of that era, Richard
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Knapp, was hired by Hall, and Knapp became assistKnapp later
ant director in 1968, serving nine
went to Jackson, Mississippi to assume the
of the Davis Planetarium.
In 1973, the John Motley Morehead Foundation lent
its support to the Internship in Planetarium Administration and Education Program. This was a
graduate program in the School of Education that initially provided an annual $3600 stipend and also
for all tuition and fees. At the conclusion the ............................. '.....
would earn a Master of Arts degree. During this
a number of distinguished graduates have . .
U.N.Co's Morehead Internship to take
positions at Morehead and other planetariums nationwide.
V .....·AV\.AL.

'U" . . . . I-' ............ .....

The Morehead Foundation also awards sixty or more
scholarships each year to bright young students.
Scholarships include tuition, fees, books, room and
board, and even spending money. There is an annual
dinner for Morehead Scholars held in the Morehead
Planetarium building.
When Richard Knapp left the Morehead Planetarium in 1977, then-intern James G. Manning applied for
and was offered the job as assistant director. Manning
served in that job from 1977 until 1986, when he was
appointed director of the Staerkel Planetarium in
Champaign, Illinois. During his tenure,
served under both Tony Jenzano and current director Lee
Shapiro. Manning also served as
director for
parts of 1981 and 1982.
When
Francis
retired October I,
1981, U.N.C.
to have a capable
director
in place until a national search provided a permanlent
director. The Vice-Chancellor of the
to Manning early in the fall of 1981 to ask
serve as acting director.
Wisconsin in 1951.
Jim Manning was born in
He attended the
of Wisconsin
degree in math with a
where he earned a
minor in astronomy in 1973. After
grammer for an insurance 1"".-..1rn7',ClIn'l"
as a writer at Lawrence Livermore
Manning applied for and was
internship program offered
and received his
worked in that program for two
Master's degree in 1977.
Manning's short
as director was one of
stress and much work--overwork. Most nl~I"D.t!:ll"I~1'H:!
can understand the
of overwork
Manning's situation was even more extreme. For a time
he was not only director, but assistant
and eduThe Planetarian, Vol. 17, No.3, September 1988

Ince ...... · tion;
The awards Committee is happy to announce the
names of the following members who have been duly
nominated and found to meet the criteria listed below
to be selected as "Fellows of the International Planetarium Society."
In order to be named as a Fellow of the International
Planetarium Society, a member must meet one of the
following qualifications:
1. Continuous active membership in good standing in
the Society for at least ten years.

2. Continuous active membership in good standing in
the Society for at least five years, and substantial contributions in at least two of the following respects: a)
Serving IPS in elective office, diligent and devoted
committee work, and the organization of conferences
and meetings. b) relevant and significant publications,
and/ or conference presentations. c) Cooperation with
professional societies organizations, and groups which
bring attention to the importance of planetariums'
existence. d) The development of new methods and
media in planetarium presentations.

cation coordinator, too! This is difficult enough for a
small theater, but for a major installation like the
Morehead, it is surprising that Manning lived through
the period at all. He did ask for and received an additional salary supplement to be acting director; perhaps
he should have asked for two or three salaries!
Candidates for the permanent position were interviewed in March 1982, and Dr. Lee Shapiro, Director
of Michigan State University's Abrams Planetarium,
was appointed Morehead's new Director; he began this
job July 1. Manning returned to the work he enjoyed as
assistant director and remained in that position for 4
more years before taking the reins at Staerkel. Manning is now the new director at the planetarium in
Bozeman, Montana.
.
Morehead's current director, Dr. Lee Shapiro, was
born in Chicago in December 1943. After earning his
bachelor's degree in physics from Carnegie Tech in
Pittsburgh, he went on to pursue a doctorate in astronomy at Northwestern University, which he earned in
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New IPS Fellows for 1988:

Abraham, James H.
Carlson, Gary A.
DeVore, Edna
Friedman, Francis
Goering, Keith
Groce, Philip R.
Hicks, John
Hutton, Michael
Johnson, Keith
Koonce, Eloise
Pierce, Donna
Ryan, Michael
Sharrah, Paul C.
Smith, Daniel D.
Smith, Billy A.
Snow, Bryan
Williams, John
Nominations of members for this award should be sent
to:
Phyllis Pitluga, Chair, IPS Awards Committee
The Adler Planetarium
1300 S. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60605

1974. While in

University, a
1982 he has
asked how
replied liThe
directors here
be a while."
is similar to
ways, especially in
laissez-faire mamalgemE~nt
his abilities, sense
demeanor.
!-'V,oJ'JLU."-,,

Lee, and his wife, Linda Goldman Shapiro, were
married in 1970. They have two boys, 7 and 10
old.

I would like to thank Richard Elkins, Don
Horn, Tony Jenzano, Jim Manning, and Lee 0..;1'\-::. ........"
assistance in preparing this article.
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That's right-your eyes aren't
you! This beautiful X-Y panning
can be yours for just $395.00!
comes to you fully assembled,
tested. All you do is plug it
at the mirror, and go! What
Operation is extremely easy,
is turn on the power switch on
set the joystick to correspond
posi tion of your image on the
you're ready for movement)
switch-the image goes to
and stops (just like magic!).
swi tch in the on position
follow the joystick as you move
done with DC servo
limit switches to get out of adjustment or complicated wiring.
control to vary the movement rate!
The following are some of the features that make the
value:

a

*Large 6 1/4" by 7 1/4" mirror
*LED indicators for power
*Smooth, reliable

engage

opE~ratlon

motors

*20 foot connector cord standard

Extension cables are available up to 75 feet in

A"-.L,....,,aL

delay! Order

Prepaid orders receive 5% discount
XP-2B Panning Mirror $395.00

ORDER FROM:

Joe Hopkins Engineering
P. O. Box 14278
Bradenton, FL 34280
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Reflections in the IPS '88 cOlrtteTeJ1Ce
mirror.

Jane
Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
I hear that mothers experience a mental depression
shortly after childbirth. Having been on the 1~88
International Planetarium Society conference plannmg
committee these many months of gestation, last-minute
panic and attendant birth of the conference, I think I
understand that motherly sadness. When it's over,
there is naturally a feeling of relief ... big time.
Whew!
On the other hand, our friends came to visit us here
in Richmond in late June and early July and now
they're gone. The conference delegates have winged or
motored or crawled their way homeward, to reappear
in two years on Lars Broman's doorstep in Sw~den. I sit
here surrounded by artifacts of the proceedIngs, and
fresh memories of a thousand images running through
my mind. If you recognize a note of sadness, it's because
you other registrants share it with me.
Uncle Fuzzy's jar sits empty in front of me. It was
abandoned by the omniscient wonder; some people
would say not soon enough! A copy of George Hastings'
IPS IQ quiz lies discarded on the floor. (It drove some
people crazy: Carol Jordan, Planetarian at the Dallas,
Texas Science Place, worked on it for several hours and
then noted that one item choice was omitted. She then
figured out a clever way for the omission to ?e the
answer. I didn't have the heart to tell her that It was
simply an oversight in my original transmission to John
Mosley.)
I'm puzzling over a mysterious list which appeared
in one of the boxes of materials I was designated to
keep up with during the conference; it must belong to
some planetarian who didn't need it anymore. Here's
what it says, in list form:" toothbrush,""toothpaste,"
°B.O.," "Tucks" (there's a check beside this word), and
uWhipple propaganda."

-John
tory, who
day
ling in his designated corner
mgmouse ...

I

-Kousuke
Planetarium
picture taken
bag ...

Brown, of
Pink Palace t'lc:lnE~taJra flame to darken the bottom of
~Ct".i-1I"::IIU so that he could observe SUlnStJOts.
1I1nlno'vations," the theme of the COl1.te:rerlCe!
also used a
lens off someone's camera
hand-held lens to make a
to Df«Jleict
Steve
Planetarian of "",,,LA'"J''''''''"'''''
::x:rlOOlS in
talked the
tel~~SCC)pe
vendor into
........... 1'-.'.....

4.

-Conferees 1,p~Uln,u
minutes early to be sure
Hotel's hot-from-the-oven
The """.,.,,"~ ..,.'"
ies at the
-A retired couple who VOlurlte~ere~a
10:00-11:00 A.M. the day the COlltet'en<:e

Science Museum, and ended up staying through both
laser-live music concert that evening. Their comment:
IIThere were people here from all over the world! I
heard two people speaking Japanese. We never had so
much fun!" ...
--Conferees standing outside the hotel at noon on the
street in downtown Richmond trying desperately to
witness the planet Venus in the daytime, as pointed
out by Planetarian Katherine Becker, of Buena Vista
College in Omaha. Passersby were wondering what
everyone was looking at as planetarians exclaimed "I
see it!" ...
Overhea.rd:
- Molly Jordan, Conference coordinator for meals
and accommodations:
- "Seventeen conferees just called from the dormitory and said they had no pillows! I called the dorm
director and said, What do you expect the people from
Sweden to do, bring pillows on the plane?11I
- "I have called these people every week since
December. Here it is the day before the conference and
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AArow rentals thinks
Thursday. It's been
Wednesday caterer wants to
we're expecting on
day? What's wrong with
planning to deliver and then
day before the conference ,.n... ,""" .. ,...,.
-Jerry Williams, a local
reviewer, after
put on by Audio
Mark P.of·.o1"!~on

-Lee Golden,
Beach Planetarian: "We
really must update some of the
in the Southeastern Planetarium Association
bank. A
of them say things like 'When we go to the moon
lll

-Mike Hutton, Planetarian from Brevard Community College Planetarium in Cocoa,
to Don
Hall, Director of
Planetarium in Rochesbeen in this business a
ter, N.Y.: Don, you've
long time. I was looking at an illustrated
article from 20 years ago and you were in the
You know what scares me? I was, too!"...
0
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9930 East
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